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ABm'RACT

The thare of "the happier life" is central to Ben Jonson's rx:,etry,
although the rx:,et's concept of that life changes in the course of his
writing career.

This change is particularly evident in the epigrams,

the type of poem Jonson wrote nnst frequently and continuously.

In the

epigrams of his first-published IDrk, the poet's concept of the "happier"
life is actually that of the "happiest" life, a Utopian existence patterned after Golden Age ideals.

'Through the vigorous satire of ''Epi-

gramres," Jonson strives to refonn Jacobean society along the lines of
his own lofty vision of life as it should be.
In later IDrk, Jonson's last-published epigrams, the "happiest"
life has become the "happier" life.

Although he does not abandon the

ideals he set forth in earlier IDrk, the poet has altered his view.
In the epigrams of "Undernood" and ''Uncollected Poetry," Jonson presents a sinpler, nnre limited picture of what rran can hope to attain
on earth; the

poaIS

reflect a re-evaluation of man's best existence.

A study of "the happier life" concept as it appears in epigrams taken
from Jonson's early and late IDrk illustrates the change which did
take place in Jonson's vision of life.
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Chapter I
The Argurrent
In discussing Ben Jonson's theory of literary art, Elisabeth
Woodbridge makes a surprising stataoont about the rmn himself:
. . . his (Jonson's) was a nature that hardened young.
He did, indeed, pass through a 'rormntic' period,
but once he had reached his characteristic standpointfr~ the ~te, that is, of Every Man Oit of His Hunourhe 1s stationary. Fran that time to the culmination of
his art in Volpone . . . his ~ r grows, but his attitude is unchanged; while in the last twenty years of his
life, marked as they were by unpopularity and failure
both social and professional, he clings with dogged
tenacity to his time-v.orn maxims, flinging them in the
teeth of his public scrnetimes with arrogant defiance,
sanetimes with an affectation of philosophical indifference that deceives no one. BJ.t except for this
sharper note of bitterness, the critical utterances of
his latest prologues and epilogues and those of his
earliest might have been written on the same dayin 'these forty years' he bas not rroved an inch. . . . 1
When Every Man Out of His Hmour was first perfonned (the date cited
above as the point at which Jonson's attitude became fixed), the year
was 1600, and Jonson was nrenty-eight years old.

Ahead of him were

the years of his greatest success as a dranatist, his long and often
disillusioning experience at the court of James I, the deaths of his
three children, the fire that destroyed nuch of his painstaking v.ork,
public ridicule, poverty, paralysis, and finally death in 1637.

Appear-

ing concurrently with these and the other events of these years was

1Elisabeth Woodbridge, V Studies in Jonson's C',aredy (New York:
Gordian Press, I nc. , 1966) , P . 6 - originally published in 1898 ; reprinted in 1966.
1

2

the writing:
hundred JX)E!IS .

thirteen addi t ional plays, thirt y-one rmsques, and several
In other v.ords, after 1600 Jonson had thi rty-seven nnre

years of life , roost of it vigorous and productive; and any assertion
t hat the poet's atti tude toward his art--or toward anything elsechanged not one whit in thirty-seven years implies that he v.ras either
sl..fll)leton or fool.

But Jonson v.ras neither; his v.ras one of the greatest

mioos of the Renaissance; therefore, Ms. Woodbridge's sweeping statement
rrust be explained by either noting that she v.ras talking about Jonson's
attitude toward literary art only, not his v.ork, life , or anything else
(and that there is no relationship anong these); or that Ms. Woodbridge's
study, published as it v.ras in 1898, did not have the advantage of later
scholarship.
Such an explanation will not work, however, because J. G.
Nichols, in a recent (1969) study of Jonson's poens, rmkes essentially
the sruoo assertion . Nichols doubts that Jonson's later poens can be
accurately dated and then rermrks,
. . . it is not helpful to consider Jonson's peens
in order of caTJIX)Sition, even when this is known,
for there is no sense of a gradual developnent
either of attitude or style. 2
Although Nichols and Ms. Woodbridge are discussing Jonson's attitude
as it appears in different areas of his v.ork-toward literary art and

toward whatever he considered in his poems-they both seen to have
arrived at the srure conclusion:

Jonson's attitude became finnly fixed

early in his literary career and remined unaltered throughout the

2J . G. Nichols , The Poetry of Ben Jonson (New York : Parnes
and Noble, 1969) , p. 98 . -

3

renRinder of his life.

Since the writing of the poems-and probably

the critical cooments-spanned Jonson's entire adult life, it is rut
little exaggeration to say that, in the view of Nichols and Ms. Woodbridge, Jonson becrure a finished product upon reaching adulthood and
his literary efforts thereafter were but replications of the same
"t:i.me-rorn maxims" in the same, one asst.mes, "t~worn" style.
It is interesting that Jonoon's attitude as reflected in his
critical studies and poens is described as static when no such description is applied concerning the plays.

For years critics of Jonson's

plays have felt that the plays, considered in chronological sequence,
outlined the rise and fall of Jonson's talent and, correspondingly, his
changing attitudes toward life and his craft. For example, in Ben
Jonson and the Language of Prose Caredy, Jonas A. Barish describes
Jonson's attitude as growing rrnre tolerant as he approached the cliimx
of his career in Bartholarew Fair, 3 1614:
The satiric tendency to insist on the gulf be~n
things as they are and things as they ought to be
wanes noticeably in the course of his (Jonson's)
career, and his attitude becares rrore and rrnre that
of the man woose recognition of folly in himself
4
prevents him fran judging it too harshly in others.
In Vision and Judgment in Ben Jonson's Canedies, G. B. Jackson takes a

3J. A. Bryant, Jr., The CaiJ?assionate Satirist:

Ben Jonoon and

His Irrperfect World (Athens: The University of Georgia Pr~ss, 1~2) p. 3.

Different critics place the high point of Jonson's dramatic achieverrent
at various points, and Bryant is here using Barish's placerrent.
4Jonas A. Barish, Ben Jonson and the Language of Prose Caredy
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1960, 1967), p. 146.

4

contr asting view of Jonson's at titude.

He

sees Jonson as becaning

increasingly harsh as the succeeding years brought disillusionment :
Inability to accept imperfection is a distinguishing
characteristic of those who love too well whether the
beloved is a hllllRil being or the v.orld of human beings.
In such cases the lover has a choice of adhering to the
vision or canpranising with the reality before him.
Jonoon adhered to the vision . . . In order to rmintain
the cosnic optimisn of his vision, Jonson was forced go
judge rrnre and rrnre harshly of the v.orld around him .
That Jonoon's attitude was rrndified even further in his last plays

was clear to Robert N. Knoll:
Jonoon was no longer capable of the fierce satiric
tarper of the great corredies after his illness of
1628, and the pl ays that he wrote thereafter a.re
marked by a gentleness unlike anything in his
earlier v.ork . . . As different as he and Shakespeare generally are, at the last lx>t h wrote varieties of ram.nee, plays whose ju~nts are softened
by age, or wisdan, or fatigue.
Although the opinions presented here differ as to the direction Jonoon's mind took in the course of his career , they are alike in one
in:portant respect:

each notes a change in Jonoon ' s attitude through

the years.
This purported change in Jonson's attitude toward life and
hlllIWl frailty, as reflected in his plays,
sare scrutiny in recent years.

has

been the subject of

In his study of Jonoon ' s canedies , J.

5Gabriele B. Jackson, Vision and Judgment in Ben Jonson's
Caoodies (New Haven and London: Yale University Press , 1968), p. 163 .
6Robert N. Knoll, Ben Jonoon's Plays : An Introduction (Lincoln : University of Nebraska Press, 1964), p. 181.
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A. Bryant, Jr. gives careful attention to changes in the tone of the
dramatic v.Drks, changes which, in Bryant's view, chart Jonson's growth
or novanent toward self-knowledge as he "tried on" through his characters
the various robes which the public comic poet must don--m:>ralist, literary

critic, satirist-in order to fulfill his carmitment to his audience,

his society.

The study also gives particularly lucid treatment to Jon-

son's vision of life as it appears in the early plays, the plays of his
mature genius, and the last plays. 7
With such canpelling evidence of change in Jonson's attitude
through the years, as reflected in the plays, it seems strange that,

to date, no one has noted a similar novanent in the non-dramatic poans.
It is entirely possible, however, that evidence of change in Jonson's
attitude, seen so readily in the plays, oould exist and yet go undetected in the peens because the poems thanselves have been so little
studied.

J. G. Nichols begins his study of Jonson's poans by ranark.ing

facetiously that Jonson's place as a poet is secure "in the ranks of
the great unread," 8 and Nichols in no way exaggerates the neglect.

In

the nore than three hundred years since his death, Jonson's v.Drk as a
whole has been frequently published, rut what critical acclaim has been
acoorded him has been limited to the plays, especially such \\Bll-known
canic satires as Every Man in His Hum:)Ur and Volpone.

The greatest

study of Jonson's v.Drk has care in this century with the nonumental

7Bryant, p. 2; p. 3; p. 5; pp. 18-19.
8Nichols, p. 1.
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Oxford edition published by Herford and Simpson in 1952, 9 an elevenvoluroo v.ork of which substantial parts of only uro volumes are devoted
to the non--d.ranatic poans.

Perhaps because of this edition and the

highly-regarded essay published by T. S. Eliot in 1920, 10 rrnre critical attention has been afforded Jonson in recent years than in all
the centuries since his death.

Yet, even though Jonson's reputation

seens to be growing, attention has focused alnnsti exclusively on his
plays.

Until very recently, 1945 to be precise, in the fine critical

study by G. Burke Johnston, 11 Jonson has been largely ignored as a poet,
as distinct fran a playwright.
hov.Bver,

t\\Q

of Jonson's

Since the pioneering efforts of Johnston,

other fine voluroos have given careful attention to aspects

!X)0nS:

Wesley Trimpi I s Ben Jonson's PoE!IE:

!

Study of the

Plain Style, 1962, 12 and J. G. Nichols' The Poetry of Ben Jonson, 1969. 13
But criticien of Jonson's

!X)0nS

is just beginning, and these three

valuable studies have been necessarily limited to categorizing and illuminating various broad aspects of the v.ork:

Johnston studies Jonson's

characteristic subject natter in the poans; Trimpi, the classical roots

9Charles H. Herford and Percy and Evelyn Simpson, ed., Ben
Jonson (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1925-1952), 11 voluroos. This is
the standard edition of Ben Jonson's v.ork.
lOrbams s. Eliot, "Ben Jonson" in Selected Essays ed. by
Jonas A. Barish (Eng lei.rood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1963) ,
pp. 14-23.
llBurke Johnston, Ben Jonson:

Poet (New York: <xtagon

Books

1945 I 1970) •

12wesley Trir!I)i, Ben Jonson I s ~ :
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1962).
13Nicmls.

!

Study of the Plain Style

7
I

1

of Jonson s 'plain style'' i and Nichols, the types of poetry Jonson
wrote-odes, lyrics, occasional

Thns far, no study of Jon-

poa!E.

son's peens gives attention to the changes in Jonson's attitude which
are apparently so evident in the plays.
Such an oversight is unfortunate, for if such change exists, it
is likely to be as evident in the poE'!IE as in the plays-perhaps rrore
evident .

Jonson ,vrote poE'!IE all his life, even when he

writing plays and masques.

given up

had

Written over a longer period, the

are IIDre likely to reflect any changes in Jonson's views.

poEm:;

Moreover, un-

like the plays, the peens possess a journal-like quality, relating as they
do to Jonson's attitude toward a variety of events, ooth public and private, which

had

bearing on his life.

The

poEm:;

record the crowning of a

king, the prestigious deeds of Elizabethan "greats, " the reprehensible con-

duct of others; they tell of the deaths of Jonson's daughter, of his firstborn son, and of others close to him or simply known to him ; they describe
state affairs and private dinners; they record Jonson's assessnent of
other writers' talents and his reaction to critici~ of his.
po€!IS

In sum, the

are the result of a life-long laoor, a chronicle of events and reac-

tions which reveal , IIDre often than the plays, the author's privately-held
beliefs in addition to those which he chose to expose to public gaze.
'
Taken in toto, Jonson's poems should reflect not only his attitudes but
also any changes which those attitudes undergo in the course of years.
Furthe:rnore, the attitudes expressed in the

poEm:;

are IIDre

likely to be honest reflections of the poet's thought than are those
of the plays simply because of the IIDre personal nature of poetry.
While it is true that Jonson's poems are "public" in the sense of

8

having been published, they are still less "public" than the plays
written expressly for perfonnances at the Globe or Blackfriars. The

poems are peroonal recollections as well as public utterances, and they
have a private as well as a public life.

Of

course, Elizabethan poets

bad an abiding sense of thamelves as public men and of their writings

as public utterances, 14 and it is therefore possible that Jonson,
mindful of his readers' approbations, ·occasionally rrodified his stance
to bolster or naintain his 11 iJmge, 11 whatever he conceived it to be, or
to exeiplify for his readers the right-minded response to events.
Jonson was never one to pander to public taste.

But

Speaking his mind with

regularity-and frequent asperity 15-Jonson was often rude to his
16
audiences
and openly critical of contemporary writers. 17 Jonson

did not oHen subscribe to the public view of anything, and there is
therefore little reason to suspect that he disguised his true feelings
in order to curry public favor.

The JX>€!IE are also nnre likely than

the plays to be honest--or at least carplete--reflections of the poet's
thought because, while all his plays were set before the public during
his lifetime, all the poems were not.

Although Jonson arranged the

14J. B. Bamborough, Ben Jonson (!.Dndon: !.Dngmms, Green and Co.,
1959, 1965), p. 32.

15
Bryant, p. 2.
16Bamborough, p. 11.
17J
, r1;c-on..., ... agenent of rrruch contemporary writing appears
onson s ~
•
· 1 instance is
so frequently throughout his \rork that to ~ite any singe
. _
mislead.
fut perhaps the earliest public statanent_of 8:1ch crit
· ·
1llg •
· his
· preface to uvo·1pone, 1608 , quoted in this study
icisn
appears
in
on p. 14.

9

bulk of his poetry for publication , a m.unber of other poE!TB were published posthum::msly and might have expressed attitudes or opinions
which he \IDuld have withheld from public

gaze had

he decided what was

to be published and what was not.

As it was, however, so far as is known, every poan that Jonson

wrote $)()Iler or later made its way to the printer and thence to the
.

f

1
pubic
orum.

18 J

onson produced nearly three hundred poans during

his career, and through this great lxx:ly of rork the author's mind is
revealed and his attitudes opened to scrutiny.

Therefore, the poans

are a valuable-perhaps the nnst valuable-source of info:rnation available for a study of Ben Jonson's attitudes and any changes those attitudes undergo.
This paper is such a study, al though a very limited one.

To

examine the poet's attitude in a variety of areas-art, nnrality,
politics, for ~le-or to discuss all of the non-drarmtic poans
\\Ould be far too great a task for so short a study.

fut since all

attitudes probably spring fran one source-one's attitude toward lifeand the type of poan Jonson wrote nnst often and throughout his career
is the epigram, a study of the poet's attitude toward life as it ap-

pears in certain representative epigrams taken fran his early and late
v.ork should provide enough info:nm.tion to IIBke

~

general observations.

An examination of Jonson's attitude toward life is an integral

part of the larger purpose of this study:

to illustrate the changing

18with the exception of those poans in rmnuscript which were
lost when Jonson's lodgings burned in 1623.
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nature of Jonson's vision of life.

While the terns "vision of life"

and "attitude toward life" are often used interchangeably, the uro are
not precisely synonyrrous:

"vision" refers to one's conception of life ;

"attitude," to one's reaction to what he sees in that vision.
though this distinction nrust be maintained, the
yoked and nust be considered together.

two

Yet even

ideas are inexorably

Cne's vision of life directly

impels his attitude toward life; therefore, a change in vision is faithfully reflected by a change in attitude, and a change in attitude is
indicative of a change in vision.

It is clear fran an examination of

Jonson's epigrams that the poet's attitude and therefore vision-or
vision and therefore attitide--do undergo change.

It is also evident

that this change corresponds to a change in time; i.e., the vision of
life which appears in Jonson's early mrk is different fran that which
appears in late \\Ork.

In the

JX)a11S

as in the plays, Jonson's vision of

life changes in the course of tim2.
Perhaps the plainest evidence of this change in Jonson's vision
is derived fran a study of his changing concept of the best or "happiest"
life for man.

The basis for Jonson's "happiest life" concept is es-

sential to understanding his work in the

JX)a11S

and is discussed in a

later chapter, but it is useful here to note the outlines of the poet's
thought.

In early \\Ork, Jonson's concept of "the happiest life" is

indeed Utopian-the idealist's dream of life in a perfect owrld, a

society based on Golden Age principles.

Infused with this concept, the

poet has a t\\0-fold vision of life-the ideal as opposed to the real.
Given this vision and struck by the vast gulf be~n what should be
and what is in the life of his contarporaries, the poet is roved to

11

indignation and to vigourous efforts at refonn.

His method is satire,

and his vehicle, the epigrams.
In ''Epigranmes" Jonson presents the t\\O poles of his vision:
he points out and denounces the vice and corruption around him, the
lamentable "underside of the Golden Age dream" 19 ; and he eulogizes
vmat virtue and goodness he finds in his society, the Golden Age dream
in all its glory.

Thus in "Epigramres" Jonson presents, respectively,

the black and white, thesis and antithesis, of his vision and in this
juxtaposition, delineates his concept of ''the happiest life.''
In later work, ~ver, this "happiest" life becares the "happier"
life, and the difference in degree points up the fact that the idealreal poles of Jonoon's vision are no longer so far apart.

In the epi-

grams of ''Undel'\\DOd." and ''Uncollected Poetry," the poet does not abandon the deals he set forth in earlier \\Ork, but he has altered his view.
In such poans as ''Martial. Epigram XI.NII, " the poet presents, not a
Utopian existence, but a simpler, rrore,-limited picture of what

rnan can

hope to attain on earth-"the happier life."
This m:xlification of vision, this re-evaluation of man's best
existence does appear in. the pc>Em:,, and it is evident therefore that
the poet experienced a change of mind, if not of heart.

It is also

evident, therefore, that the characteristic stance often attributed to
Jonson cannot, strictly speaking, be accurately assigned.

The nature

that ''hardened young.," the attitude that never developed, the fiery,

19Edward B. Partridge ; '!he -Broken Carpass (London: Chatto
and Windus 1 1958) 1 p. 234.
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satiric tanper that never softened-all these descriptions are but
half-truths, inadequate in a discussion of the poet's vision/concept/
attitude; and an examination of several epigrams taken from his early and
late work illustrates this point.

Chapter II
"The Happiest Life"
In 1616, Ben Jonson presented seventeenth-century English
society with his first-published \\Ork, a collection of plays and
entitled '!he Workes of Benjamin Jonson.

poans

In publishing this wrk, Jonson

startled and anused his society with t\\O important innovations.

First,

he had caused his plays to be printed in a folio edition when hitherto
they had circulated only in the less expensive and less prestigious
quartos; 20 secondly, he had affixed the honorable title of "Workes" to
a collection of plays , 21 previously regarded

as

ITEre acting vehicles or

entertai.nrrent. 22 What followed is a ~11-known story:

critics , court-

iers, and fellow-playwrights jeered at the benighted and preSUl'll)tuous
"ayres" of the nan who "thought he had written literature when he had
23
onely written plays."
Scarcely before the laughter died out , however
sane of those sarre playwrights ~re scurrying to the printer with their
own plays, and shortly thereafter, nurrerous editions of other playwrights'

20G. Burke Johnston , ed. , The Poans of Ben Jonson (Cambridge :
Harvard University Press, 1968) , p. xxxi.

21Arthur Sale, "Introduction to Every Man_in His ~ur." Fran
Ev
Man I Hi Hunour ed Arthur Sale (Uni vers1 t y Tutorial Press,
)
~ -•
~ Ben Jonron: A Collection of Critical Essays ,
194ery
9 ' pp. ....£
x-xv111.
.
--.
Hall I
1963)
ed. Jonas A. Piarish (Englev.ood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice
, nc.,
,
pp. 75-92.

Rpi

22l3amJ:x)rough , p. 10.
23iferford and Sirrpson, XI, P· 509 .
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14

''Workes' ' adorned the lx>okstalls.
had triumphed. 24

Vogue becarre tradition and Ben Jonson

But Jonson bad v.on a battle, not the war-the war that had been
going on for sare tinE betv.een Jonson, on one side, and his contanporary
playwrights and alnnst the 'Whole of Jacobean audiences on the other.

was an uneven struggle, but this victory was significant; the poet
gaining ground.

It

was

Himself a rmster draimtist and probably the rrost learned

scholar of his day, Jonson held high standards for drana and bad long
deplored what he saw as the deficiencies of his colleagues.

As he said

in the "Epistle Dedicatory" to Volpone, 1608,
If my rrruses be true to me, I shall raise the despised
head of poetry again, and stripping her out of those
rotten and base rags wherewith the Times have adulterated her fonn, restore her to her primitive habit, feature,
and majesty, and render her v.orthy to be embraced and
kist of all the great and rmster-spirits of our v.orld. 25

Jonson's statanent citing the salubrity of the "primitive" or classical
rrodel was, as well, a sharp attack on his contanporaries-on the playwrights, for the ''rotten and base rags'' 'Which they passed off as plays,
and, by llll)lication, on the audiences, for their poor taste in being
content with such adulterations-excepting, or course, those "masterspirits" who muld at last be satisfied.

Not surprisingly, Jonson's

criticisn brought antagonisn 26 but 1·ttl
1
e refonn • His action in
publishing the plays, however, brought imrediate and far-reaching results:

24Johnston, The ~ of ~n Jonson, P · ll.

25tterford and Sinpson, V, P. 21.
26Earnoorough, p. 13.
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(1) through seeing the plays in the larger, rrore expensively and carefully-prepared folios, the public was led to assess plays as literature
and , by extension , to regard playwrights as literary men-a status rrore
elevated than any they had previously held; 27 and (2) responding to this
new circumstance, playwrights ~re led to follow Jonson's example of
rooticulousness by exercising greater care in preparing their texts for
printing, 28 lest their ''Workes' ' not live up to the title.

Through

these and other "ripple" effects of his folio edition , Jonson achieved
rrruch of the theater refonn he sought.

While he was never able to trans-

mit canpletely his loftier vision of dramatic art, he did, nevertheless,
establish a standard and a systan through which the quality of plays

was improved-then and thereafter.

Jonson's accarl)lisbment is a sig-

nificant one in the history of English drama, and had he done nothing
else, he v.ould still be renanbered for this one contribution.
But he intended to do rrruch rrore.

In all the furor over the

publication of the plays, it is likely that few paid nn.ich attention
to the non-drrumtic IX>fflE also contained in the Workes. Anyone who did
read the poans, ho~ver, rrrust have seen :i.rTioodiately that Jonson's efforts
at refonn ~re by no means limited to the stage . Always concerned with
ooth Art and Man, 29 Jonson intended that his writing should serve
a correspondingly uro-fold purpose:

27Barnborough, pp. 13-14.
28

Barnborough, p. 11 .

2

~ichols, p. 60 ; p. 64.

to illustrate by artistic pre-

16

cision how literature should be fonmct and to dictate by content how
rren should live.

Apparently I there was much in cont6Tlp0rary life that

Jonson objected to, that he thought corrupt and debilitating; and it
was to the correction of manners and roorals, as v.ell as the elevation

of art, that Jonson addressed the

p()E!l'B.

Just as through the publi-

cation of the plays, Jonson intended to refonn the stage and restore
it to its rightful place in the Arts, so he intended, through the content of the poans, to refonn his society and restore it to its "fomEr
greatness." For Jonson had a dream of the Arts and Man as they had once
existed in a fonner, better time; and it is according to this great
ideal that Jonson sought to re-{)rder his v.orld, Jacobean society.
When Jonson longs for a "fonner greatness," he is following in
a very old tradition.

Utopian literature traces its ancestry back at

least as far as 750 B. C. to the writings of Hesicxl., who postulated the
existence of "Five Ages" beginning with the first and rrost glorious
time in man's history, the "Golden Age," and tracing man's gradual
decline thereafter through the succeeding four eras. 30 Since Hesiod's
time, legions of writers have expressed similar views of rran's
"progress," loss, and for sane, hope:

Plato, Vergil, More, Montaigne,

Bacon I Bellamy I and in the tv.entieth-century, science-fiction writers.
It sears that in all ages, rren have supposed the existence of a fonrer
"golden" t:iloo, lrurented its loss, and sought to create in the ir own
time and place a new and better v.orld patterned after the old, the

30philip P. Wiener, ed.' Dictionary~oi t~~1Hi~to~8of Ideas
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1973 ) 1 0 • · ' ·
•
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lost paradise.
These ideal IDrlds have ta.ken various fonns as they arerged fran
the pens of various writers:

Plato's ideal society is governed by

philooophers; Bacon's oociety is led by scientists; Rousseau's perfect
wrld turns back to the "innocent gocxiness" of the "noble savage." The
dream has ta.ken many fonns as it confonood to the vision of

men

shaped

by their times; but they (.the dreans) are all fonns, apparently, of that
JIDSt ubiquitous Utopian mxlel of all, the "Golden Age"-a legendary
or idealized tilrE in the pre-history ~f rrankind. 31
It is this idea of the Golden Age that particularly appealed to
the mind of Renaissance writers, 32 Jonoon am:mg than,

and

the rrotif

appeared frequently in their writings through allusion or direct
description.

These writers, like those before and after than, con-

ceived the Golden Age according to their own specifications and, in
doing, deviated from the original.

so

In antiquity, classical writers,

expressing "the disapproval of the civilized with civilization, " 33
looked back to a si.rrpler, better tilrE than their own busy, oophisticated
present.

In such a fonrer tine-when men lived in peace and plenty

under the rule of Chronos 34-life was bucolic and sinl>le, they believed,

31P. H. Epps, "The Golden Age, 11 Classical Journal , 29 (19331934), pp. 292-93.

32partridge, p. 234.

31Jar

Le ·
"The Golden Age and the Renaissance" i~ Literary
.
. _ry vin, . . . . . 1 Essays ed. Carrol Canrlen (Chlcago:
Views: Critical and Historica
w·ii. Marsh Rice University, 1964),
The University of Chicago Press for 1. 1.am
p. 1.

3'\riener , p. 578.

lB
a tine when rren dwelt with nature and without the encurrbering and
corrupting luxuries of later ages-€ven, in Juvenal's approving view,
without the strenuous rrental activity required for education and the
35
cultivation of the arts.
As described further by these writers-Theocritus, Ovid, Vergil-the Golden Age was a tirre in man's prehistory before agriculture, industry, canrerce, and private property
destroyed the good life. 36 In such a tirre rren
loved one another without knowing that to do so was
benevolence; they were honest and leal-hearted without
knowing it was loyalty ; they E!Jl)loyed the services of
one another without thinking they were receiving or
conferring any gift. 37
And the earth yielded her fruits spontaneously without the "oounct" of
plow. 38 Such was the child-like SllJl)licity of life in the Golden Age
according to the classical mxiel.
The

classical concept of the Golden Age renained unchanged

throughout the Middle Ages, for "fran the last of the ancients . . . to
the first of the mxierns," references to the Golden Age are virtually
non-existent. 39 But 'When the concept arerged in the literature of
the English Renaissance, it had taken on sane new features.

Renaissance

35wtener, p. 578.
~ps, p. 295.
37Ep
295 Epps is quoting H. J. Massingham, The Golden
ps, p.
·
928)
14
~ (New York: William Morrow and Co· ' 1
' P·
·
3R..
.
~Levin,
p. 3.
3~
.
-1..evrn,
p. 5 .
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writers bad shaped and rrolded the "Golden Age" until its new form
an}xxiied all the facets of the best life they knew-and the best life
they knew was that of Classical Greece and Rcrne, not life in sane childlike never-never land of long ago and far away.

Elizabethans were avid

hUIIfillists; they read, admired, and often imitated the art of the ancient
writers.

It is not surprising, then, that their concept of the Golden

Age autanatically was, as their writings, an imitation of Greece and
Rare.

That the ancient rrxxlel was tangible as well as appealing is

evident fran Huizinga's account:
The classical way of life was the first that could be
rrade the object of faithful imitation down to details.
Antiquity provided guidance and the finest examples for
every fonn of expression. Cne's art and learning, one's
epistolary style and eloquence, one's concepts of the
state and military tactics, one's philosophy and faith
could be imbued with or rmde confonmble to divine
antiquity, which provided a full abundance of rich
nourishment for the ideal. 40
But however rrn.1ch they assimilated "divine antiquity" into their
own lives, Renaissance roon did not adopt the ancients' concept of the

Golden Age--at least not all of it.

In their admiration for the

Classical Age, they assumed that the Classical Age was the Golden
Age. 41 Accordingly in Renaissance writings, the locale of the Golden
Age shifted fran the "long ago and far away" to the rrore tangible
·
· 11Y enough , its own
and desirable Classical Age--a ti.Ire when, 1.rom.ca
1· period
writers were looking back longingly to an ear 1.er
·

In keeping

40
. .
M
d Ideas. History the Middle Ages,
Johan Huizinga, ~ ~ - :
1960)
90
the Renaissance (I.Dndon: Eyre and Spotti~e 1
'
P·
·
41wiener, p . 482.
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with its new locale, the Golden Age was no longer conceived to be
rrerely the time of the Sllll)le, good life described by the ancients, but
in addition, a time of great education, a time of scientific and cul-

tural attainment.

Corresponding to this new description of the Golden

Age was the new description of its citizen.

The Renaissance ideal rmn

was still virtuous, benevolent, and rmnly; but he was also intelligent ,

learned, and cosmpolitan-a capable rmn of affairs.
Renaissance man created his ideal in his own image:

As it turned out,

his ideal was a

synthesis, a conflation-as nruch of a classicist as his reading could
rrake him and as nruch of a rrodern as his spirit insisted on . Thus, when
historians report, as they so often do, that the Golden Age was a
particularly popular idea during the Renaissance, they are correct ; but
the Golden Age which appeared so frequently in Renaissance literature
was the one of their own making; and they never knew the difference.

The Renaissance added one other facet to the Golden Age concept
not usually found in the earlier version, the possibility of restoration. 42 Ancient writings on the subject indicate that these early
writers spent considerable ti.Ire describing the Golden Age and larrenting
its loss, but they seaned to foresee only further decline in the ages

ahead. 43 fut rmny Renaissance rren, rrore optimistic than their predecessors , believed that the Golden Age could indeed be restored--and
nnre than this, that it had already been restored in their own tirre

4 2iruizinga, p. 81.

4'.'l...
.,.Wiener, p. 580 .
ception.)

(Wiener also adds that Vergil is the ex-
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and place. 44
While it is now known that the Dark Ages were never as dark as
once supJX)Sed and that the tenn renaissance was not applied to that age
until it had long passed, it is also true that the people of the Renaissance felt sane sense of the greatness of their age and regarded th~
selves as infinitely superior to their imrediate predecessors in history,
45
the medievals.
Feeling no affinity for what they considered to be
the ignorance and provinciality of the preceding era, they looked back
to a time for which they did feel an affinity-the Classical Age, which
led than back to thenselves.

Imitation of the classical writers was

the carnon and accepted practice in the Renaissance, the only rule being
that the imitator was to improve on the original. 46

Infused with a

sense of the greatness of their age and confident of their own ability
to effect even greater things, Renaissance men felt that in life, as in
art, they had improved on the original:

the Golden Age had not only

been restored in their own time; it had been glorified.
That such confidence was the m:xxl of the poeple is evident from
the following lines in a letter fran Gabriel Harvey, a Cambridge scholar,
to F.dnrund Spenser.

Harvey objected to a passage in The Fairie Queene

which idealized ancient pastoral living:-

441evin, p. 10.

45ievin, p. 13.
46i3anoorough, p. 19.
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You ~ppose the ~irst age was the Golden Age. It is
~thing so. Pod.in defendeth the Golden Age to flourish now, and our first grandfathers to have rubbed
through in ~he Iron and Brazen Age at the beginning,
~en all thin~s_were rude and unperfect in canparison
with the exquisite fineness and delicacy that we have
grown to in these days. 47
Such confidence

was

evidently shared by rmny subjects of Queen Elizabeth,

for she appeared in ntrrnerous

poans

and masques as Astraea, ancient

Golden Age goddess of justice, who, according to the myth, had fled the
48
earth when men became wicked.
Since Astraea had "returned," the
Golden Age had evidently returned as well. The people of the Ren49
aissance were the first - though not the last--to believe that their
own age was the "best of all possible rorlds"; i.e. , that the direction
of history had reversed and that instead of a steady decline, civilization had experienced a steady ascension until the ideal was epitomized in then.

There was, however, at least one dissenting voice--that of Ben
Jonson.

Jonson was the classicist of classicists.

He, probably rrore

than any other nan of his era, had studied the writings of the ancients
-Horace, Martial, Vergil.

Jonson greatly admired these ancient

writers and had imitated their art even rrore conscientiously

471evin, p. 10.
48c F Wheeler Classical Mythology in the Plays, ~ques, and
POEm:; of Be~ J~nson (Port Washington, New York7t.ondon: Kennikat Press,
1970),p. 106
49TJ...Jt::Vlil,
~ • p. 13 ·
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than is con anporar1es.
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.

It 1s not surprising then that he sub-

scribed wholeheartedly to the Elizabethan version of the Golden Age-that is, the setting, character, and restoration possibilities of
their version.

He differed, however, in this last-discussed facet of

the Elizabethan version, the belief that a restoration of the Golden
Age had been effected in his own time.

Quite the contrary, Jonson

saw his own age as a larrentable "falling away" fran the classical node.
As pointed out earlier in this chapter, Jonson saw

this "falling a.way"

in reference to the Elizabethan-Jacobean theater; and he saw it as well

in the rm.nners and rrorals of his society.

Jonson's view of the Golden

Age is plainly set forth in the following poens, ''Epigram OCXI . To
Bej amin Rudyerd, " and its canpanion piece, "CXXII .

To The Same. "

Rudyerd, as lesser claires, to great ones use,
My lighter comes, to kiss thy learned Muse;
Whose better studies while shee erulates,
Shee learnes to know long difference of their states.
Yet is the office not to be despis'd
If onely love should make the action pris'd:
Nor her for friendship, to be thought unfit,
Tuat ~tri ves, his rmnners should procede his wit.
If I v.ould wish, for truth, and not for show,

The aged Saturne's age, and rit~ to know; .
If I would strive to bring backe t~s, .ru:1d_trie
The v.orld's pure gold, and wise Sll!1Pllc1t1e;
If I v.ould vertue set, as shee was yong, .
And heare her speake with one, and her first tongue;
If holiest friend-ship, naked to the touch,
I v.ould restore, and keepe it ever such;
I need no other arts, but studie th~:
51
and
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In these poan.s, Jonson praises a friend, and nore than that, eulogires
an age; and in the praise and the eulogy, his correspondence to and
deviation from the Golden Age concept of his contanporaries are sumned
up.

Fran the po€m5, it is clear that (1) Jonson subscribed to the

Elizabethan view of the Golden Age setting as Classical Greece and Rorre
(he desires a return to "Saturne' s age. "

Saturn was a Ramn god; the

ancients desired a return to the reign of Chronos, the deity of the
52
original Golden Age);
(2) he subscribed also to the original characteristics of Golden Age inhabitants which had been set forth by the
ancients and adopted by the Elizabethans in their version ("truth,"
"verture," "wise simplicitie," "holiest friend-ship"); (3) Jonson also
accepted those characteristics of the ideal citiren which ~re purely
Elizabethan additions (Rudyerd, a knight and poet, 53 is cooplimented
by Jonson for his "learned Muse" and "better studies." Notemrthy also
is Jonson's own embodiment of the Elizabethan ideal in his belief that
"his rranners should procede his wit"); and (4) he believed, with his
contanporaries, in the possible restoration of the Golden Age (the
last line agrees that "all these \rere and againe rmy bee").

In these

four facets of the Golden Age concept, it is clear that Jonson's view

was typically Elizabethan.

Ho\rever, the whole statanent of the poan

points up his emphatic disagreE::!D=nt in the rmtter of the Golden Age
having been restored.

The hope that restoration "rmy bee," expressed

52wiieeler, p. 106.
53ttunter's note, p. 61.
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i n t he last line, and Jonson's frequently repeated " If" indicate clearly
that the poet longed for a return of the Golden Age but did not agree
that it had been restored (nruch less surpassed) in his own time.

In

his longing for the better life of a by-gone era, Jonson breaks away
fran his fellow Elizabethans and takes his place beside the Classical
writers, the original postulators of the original Golden Age dream.
Jonson differed fran the ancients as well as the Elizabethans ,
however.

Martial and Horace were able to laugh at their contanporaries

for their foibles and failings, their falling away fran the ideal. 54
But Jonson cherished the ideal too nruch.

Throughout his life, he was

never able to sirrply laugh at those who did not "measure up"-and by
their not "rreasuring up," prevented the return of the Golden Age in his
lifetirre.

His laughter

was

always satiric and often tinged with bitter-

ness at "the happiest life" others had lost for thanselves and for him.
This lengthy consideration of the Golden Age in Classical and
Elizabethan thought is particularly ilqx)rtant to a study of Ben Jonson's
poans for several reasons.

First, Jonson's poans abound with r eferences

to the Golden Age and its attendant mythology ; and when the poet speaks
of the Golden Age, it is helpful to know which one he rreans so that
one can discern which virtues he intends to recall or recanrend.

Secondly,

it v.ould be difficult to over-arphasize the influence of the Golden Age
· appears in the poars · As Nichols
concept on the JX)et's thought as 1.t
points out ,

5\icKuen, p. 16; p . 43 ; P• 48 ·
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no one can ~ail to be struck by the nlllllber of
Jonson ment:ons the myth of the Golden Age in
~ - It is not 8:11"Prising that he does so,
this myth5~es a fit symbol for his ideal of
fection.
Although Nichols

SeaIB

times
his
since
per-

to see the Golden Age as rrore myth than Jonson

did, rrore historical allusion than present point of reference, he
acknowledges the prevalence of the idea and its connection to the poet's
ideal.

If it is true that everything a writer writes reflects his

thinking, and that all the direct and indirect appearances of an idea
attest its presence, then the Golden Age was pre-eninent in Jonson's
thought.

Thirdly, and IIDst importantly, this is a study of Jonson's

vision of life (his perception of both the ideal and the real) and the
change that vision undergoes in the course of his career ; and there is
a connection bet\reen that vision, the Golden Age ideal, and the poet's
attitude toward life:

the basis and in:pulse for the poet's vision of

life is his concept of the best or "happiest" life for man; and his
notion of ''the happiest life' ' derives fran his ( and his conterporaries' )
version of life in the Golden Age.
is Utopian.

The Golden Age in Elizabethan thought

Thus, Jonson's description of "the happiest life" (As

Utopian or sarething less) is the measure of his adherence to his
Golden Age ideal; the degree of his devotion to the ideal is the determinant of his vision of life, and his vision of life is the cause of his
attitude toward life.

55rfichols, p. 84.
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Jonson ' s concept/vision/attitude changes in the course of
his career ; but in "Epigramoos, " his dream is at its brightest, his
vision at its rrost dichotonous, and his attitude at its rrost denunciatory.

Chapter III
"Ep"igramnes":

How

Not To Live''

Jonson , in his opening epigram,
·
.
adrmn1shes
his reader to
PRay thee' . take care' that tak' st my booke in hand
To reade it ~11·• that 1s,
· to understand.
(I, p. 4)
There is, of iourse, much to understand in the remammg
· · one hundred
thirty-too epigrruIB of his "lx>oke," but what Jonson wants the reader
to understand first of all is the poet's rmtives, which he makes
partially clear in Epigram II.
IT will be look' d for , lx>oke, when some but see
Thy title, Epigrarnres, and nam'd of mee,
'
Thou should'st be oold, licentious , full of gall
Worrrev.ood, and sulphure, sharpe, and tooth'd withall;
Becare a petulant thing, hurle inke, and wit,
As mad-men stones: not caring whan they hit.
Deceive their rmlice, who could wish it so.
And by thy wiser terrper, let rren know
Thou are not covetous of least selfe fame
Made fran the hazard of anothers shame: '
Much lesse with lev.d, prophane, and beastly phrase,
To catch the mrlds loose laughter, or vaine gaze.
He that departs with his owne honesty
For vulgar praise, doth it too dearely buy.
(i , p. 4)
Although Jonson rhetorically addressed his •"booke" in this epigram,
in reality, he is at pains to imnediately infonn his reader what he is
not doing; to wit, that he , Jonson, is not hurling invective indiscriminately or with personal animus and that he is not publishing the
PDaIE in order to purchase for hinEelf the "least selfe fame" or to

"catch the mrlds loose laughter or vaine gaze," for to do any of these
things v.uuld be to "depart with his owne honesty for vulgar praise."
If the reader can take Jonson at his oord, he understands then what

Jonson's purpose in the epigrams is definitely not--it is not selfish
28
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a.11d it is not self-seeking.

If the reader wants to know however
'
'
what Jonoon is doing and seeking in his ''booke," he rmst read the poans-or else glance ahead to a positive statanent of purpose contained in
later \\Ork.

In such a v.ork, Discoveries, a prose work published post-

hurIDUSly, Jonson sets forth his conception of the poet:
I could never think the study of Wisdan confined only
to the Philosopher : or of Piety to the Divine: or of
State to the Politicke. But that he which can faine
a Coom:m-weal th (which is the Poet) can governe it with
Counsels, strengthen it with l.a~s, correct it with
Religion, and Morals; is all these. We do not require
in him meere Elocution; or an excellent faculty in verse;
but the exact knowledge of all vertues, and their Contraries; with the ability to render the one lov~, the
other hated, by his proper enbattling of then.
There are three sentences in this statanent:

in the first t\\D, Jonson

describes the unique ability of the }X)et, and in the third, the poet's
responsibility.

In the first

both rmker and sustainer.

oo

sentences, Jonson sees the poet as

The poet can "faine a Camon-wealth"-that

is, :i!mginatively create (OED) a kingdan or "v.orld"; then, having
created that "\\Drld," the poet is able to canbine wisdan, statecraft
and piety to "governe it with Counsels, strengthen it with I.a~s , correct it with Religion, and Morals." Nichols points out that "poets
naturally value poetry, but it is doubtful if any ever valued it rrore
highly than Jonson." 57

It is also doubtful if any ever clainro

mightier powers for the poet.

Jonson here says that a poet, because

~rford and Sirrpson, VIII, p. 595 ·
57Nichols, p. 58.
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he can "faine a Camnn-wealth"-in other VA::>rcls, because he is a poetis also endowed with sufficient wisdan

, statecraft, and piety to g()verne

a country well-a rana.rkable assertion.

Indeed, the poet is described

here as greater than a philosopher • statoc,m,,,~
hO1y man because he
'-"'XUa..u, or
canbines the abilities of all three.

He is even greater than a king:

kings but rule the countries they inherit ,· poets , ha·
ving the great er
l)O\rer, can both conceive and rule a kingdan.

Jonson once avereci that

"poets are of rarer birth than kings" (l.XXIX, p. 33).

Apparently, he

rooant what he said.
In the third sentence, Jonson turns to the responsibility of
the poet.

Having such superior ability, the poet must, in Jonson's

view, use his gifts-his "excellent faculty in verse" and his "exact
knowledge of all vertues and their Contraries"-for the good of his
country.

To accanplish this good, the poet must properly "enbattle"

or display (OED) virtue and vice, rendering the one "lov'd" and the
other "hated."

In other v.ords, Jonson believes that the function of

the poet is to guide his countryroon toward the "gcxxl" in their selection
of life:

through his verse, the poet lll.1.St render virtue attractive and

rewarding and vice repellant and unprofitable.

To

use his talents thus

to elevate his country is, in Jonson's view, the exalteci responsibility
of the poet, a responsibility canrensurate with and attendant upon his
exalted position.
One does not have to travel far along the road toward under. of the poe t before he cares upon the truth:
standing Jonson's conception
. t
poet · he is describing himself.
Jon&)n is not really describing JUS any
,
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And t he ''Carm:.m-v.ealth' ' in the statanent 1·s not J·ust any camonwealth
· a C,anronv.eal th "-in fact , he
el. ther · Jonson is a poet·, he can "faine
baS

already done so in his dream of the Golden Age.

sequence follows naturally:

Therefore, the

given his calling, given this dream, given

the ramrkable powers he attributes to himself and his poetic gifts ,
Jonson turns to his responsibility-the rork of bringing his dream to
earth . Fran the statanents he makes in "Epigramre II" about what he
is not doing and the statanent in Discoveries about what he is doing ,
it is clear that in the epigrams Jonson is following his own dictum:
he is "enbattling" vice and virtue for the sake of his society.
Given a similar high purpose, another reformer bent on elevating
his society might have sare decisions to make before doing his "arrbattling, 11 such as which aspects of his society ' s life fall into the
category of "vice" and 'Mlich into "virtue." Not so, Jonson.

Jonson

was, first of all, a poet-and thereby endo;ved as he described, with "an
exact knowledge of all vertues, and their O:mtraries"; and in addition,
he had his dream.

As discussed earlier, Jonson was infused with a con-

cept of life, of life as it should be-and once was , he believed, in
antiquity; and every facet of that ideal life was enCOOl)assed by the
tenn "Golden Age."

In his conception of life in the Golden Age, Jonson

had "fained a camonwealth," and he was zealous to rrodel his own camnn-

\W!alth, Jacobean society, after the ideal enjoyed by the ancients , the
happiest life possible for mm.

In his devotion to the Golden Age ideal

•t
ry elanent the Golden
and his certainty of the "rightness" 0 f 1 s eve
'
Age becarre the rreasuring stick against which Jonson rreasured contemporary
11

life . Following this rrodel, the designations of "vertue an

d "vice"
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~re a sirrple matter for Jonson:

that whi
·ch conformed to the ideal

·
was vertue'' ; that which devia
ted fran the ideal was ''vice.'' And in
11

the epigrams, Jonson celebrated or condanned according to the dictates
of the ideal.
However, a careful study of the epigrams reveals that Jonson
'

'Mlile dividing the matter of Jacobean life into the

tv.G

broad categories

of "vertue" and "vice," made yet a further distinction within the category Of

"vi· ce. "

While Jonso n ' s t reatment of "vertue" rem.ined relatively

constant, his treatment of "vice" varied enough to suggest that he i.IIrputed degree; i.e., there were, apparently, those features of Jacobean
life which Jonson regarded as rrerely ''bad'
which he regarded as v.orse or "evil."

1

;

there ~re others , however,

In actual practice, then, Jonson

divided his society's deeds into three rather distinct categories" "good,"
"bad," and "evil."

And the people who performed the deeds in these cate-

gories were grouped as well-under, perhaps, such titles as "Angels, "
''Clods," and ''Devils." These epithets do not actually appear in the
poatE,

of course, but they are nevertheless apt and appropriate descrip-

tions of Jonoon's attitude toward his contarporaries, who, like their

deeds, he divided into categories:

those whose virtuous lives errbodied

and upheld Golden Age ideals were Jonoon' s "Angels"; those whose base
lives fell far short of the ideal were the ''Clods''; and those wicked
. 1 were the ''Devils · " The use of
lives perverted and destroyed the idea
k · the epigrams is a conthese categories to illustrate Jonoon's v.or 10
venient rrethod.

Angels' Clods' and Devils
When Jonson published the Workes in 1616, he dedicated the
"Epigrarrrres" to the Earl of Panbroke, a long-tine patron and friend.
In the dedicatory preface, therefore, Jonson addressed rmny canpliments
to PE!llbroke and, in addition, asked his protection in the name of "truth"

and "libertie" should his verses bring him "danger." He then offered
Panbroke a reason for granting such protection:
In thankes whereof, I return you the honor of leading
forth so rrnny good, and great names (as my verses
mention on the better part) to their renanbrance with
posteritie. 58
In "returning the honor," Jonson here states that those epigrams which
are tributes to "gcxxl and great names" form the "retter part"--that is,
the rrore m.nrerous part-of his verses.

Ib~ver, Jonson's claim that of

the one hundred thirty-three epigrrurs, rrore are tributes than are not,
is not strictly accurate.

There are

sane

fifty-seven epigrarrs which

do indeed extol the virtuous lives of "good and great names"--Jonson's
"Angels"; but there are also sane forty-three which sc.orn the "Clods"
and seventeen which denounce the "Devils."

In addition, there are five

peens which denounce either "Clods" or ''Devils"-the distinction is not

clear· and eleven other poans which
I

do

not deal with or deal-with-ter

judge the actions of Jonson's contemporaries.* Of the total, the

58Hunter, p . 3
.

th three opening epigrarrs (, 'To My
*Arrong this last ~ 0 1:1P are e "Of Life and Death" and "Of
Eboke" et al); the t\ID religious ~ ( (tv.o were his own and the other,
Death" );the three epitaphs to chil . en llaneous nature (such as "In"'-)
d thr poaIS of a misce
a. ~y actor. ; an
ee
d "On the Frurous Voyage).
vitmg a Friend to Supper II an
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fifty-seven are tributes to ''vertue , ,, six·ty- f 1·ve are cr1•t 1c1srs
• •
of
"vice , " and eleven fall into neither of these

4-..~

1,wv

·
cat egor1es.

It is ob-

vious fran the numbers that in the epigrams, Jonson is acting in accordance
with his avowed purpose in poetry; alnost all of the epigrams do "enbattle"
virtue and vice.
It is aloo obvious fmn the numbers that Jonson's claim that the
rm,jority of his epigrams are tributes is not true . Jonson's claim becares even less true when one considers the nature of the tributes, for
Jonson often illuminated virtue by including vice as a foil, as he did
in his tribute to Panbroke:
I doe but name thee Panbroke, and I find
It is an Epigranme, on all man-kind;
Against the bad, but of, and to the good:
Both which are ask'd to have thee understood
Nor could the age have mist thee, in this strife
Of Vice and vertue ; wherein all great life
Alm:>st, is exercis'd: and scarse one kn~s
To which, yet, of the sides hinselfe he owes.
They follow vertue, for reward, to day ;
TcxIDrrow vice, if shee give better pay :
And are :so good , and bad , just at a price ,
As nothing else discernes the vertue ' or vice.
But thou. . . (CII, p. 48)
Such juxtaposition of virtue and vice is frequent in Jonson's epigrams,
and therefore the tributes cannot accurately be described as solely

canrendatory.

Often the coomendation is only obvious as it shines fran

the surrounding dark.

Of COurse, it is the nature of epigrams "to

·ct w1·11iarn Canrlen, 59 possibly expecting praise
praise or dispraise, '' Sa1
and blaire to appear in separate poans ·

that the contrast was necessary

59ifunter, p. 1.

Jonson, however, apparently felt

. thin the poan as well as in separate
Wl.
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JX)0TIS , as

he points out i n line four of the above

JX)€fll.

Whatever Jon-

son's reasons for criticizing vice rrore often than comrending virtue , the
fact ram.ins that his claim to the reverse is simply false.

In the ep-

igraIIlS, Jonson "enbatUes" vice nruch rrore often than virtue, and the
JX)0TIS

are therefore chiefly denunciatory.
Angels
While the denunciatory tone of the epigrams cannot be denied ,

the conrnendatory verses are there and do fonn a substantial part of
the whole; and the function of the tributes was of suprene importance to
Jonson.

After all, it was through the Irediurn of his verses that he

intended to guide his contanporaries toward "the happiest life, " to
lead them back to the Golden Age ; and it was through the tributes that
Jonson expressed and transnitted his concept of the ideal life to the
public.

The ideal life is lived by ideal rren and v.anen, and Sir !brace

Vere was apparently one of these:
WHich of thy names I take, not onely beares
A ranane sound, but ramne vertue weares,
Illustrous Vere, or !brace; fit to be
Sung by a Horace, or a Muse as free ;
Which thou art to thy selfe: whose frure was v.onne
In th'eye of Europe, where thy deeds were done,
When on thy trumpet shee did sound a blast '
Whose rellish to eternitie shall last.
I leave thy acts , which should I prosequute
t
Throughout , might flatt'rie seane ; an~ to be mu e
an one were envie: which \IDUld 11ve .
ToAga~st ~ grave , and tirre could not forgive .
I speake thy other graces, not lessek~o~e:~
Nor lesse in practice; but less rmr
knowne:
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Humanitie 1 _and pietie, which are
As noble i.n great chiefes , as they are rare.
And best becare the valiant nan to
Who rrnre should seeke mens reveren:~~hen feare.

(XCI, p. 39)

Sir Horace Vere rrust have been a 'M9ll-known fi"gur e in
• J onson , s day. Hunter explains that Vere was a "noted English soldier, " and Herford and
SimPSOn record that Vere led the English forces to three significant vie.
. Euro
BO As
·
tones
J.I1
pe ·
sueh a soldier,
Vere was , no doubt, as valiant

as Jonson declares in line seventeen, as 'M9ll as aII{Jly skilled in military tactics.

But Jonson is quick to point out Vere's other attributes:

he is generous and good ("Hurmnitie"), and he is pious ("pietie" ). Further, although he is valiant and strong, his worthy life evokes the
respect ("reverence" ) of his men rather than their "feare ."

In ascribing

all these virtues to Vere, Jonson obviously regarded him as--or presented
him as-a contemporary anbodiment of Golden Age ideals-as was evident at

the outset of the poem because of his nrure.
That Jonson v.ould pen a tribute to a worthy man in his society
is not at all surprising; Jonson wanted to reward and bolster " gcxxi"
through his verse.

What is surprising (and rrrust have been to Jonson as

well) is that he soould find a man in his society who had both exceptional v.orth and precisely the right nrure-both of than.

For the reader

with sare knowledge of Jonson's dream and purpose, one of the striking
.
. th speed with which Jonson capitalizes on
features of this poan is e
!brace Vere's nazre to tie him to antiquity:

60iierford and Simpson, XI, P· 17 ·
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WHich of thy names r take
t
A ranane sound but
' no onely beares
,
ranan vertue ~ar
Illustrous Vere , or Horace ...
es
Here in the first three lines of the

nt'"\Cnl'
.t-''-"-'"

Jonson connects Vere to the
Golden Age; just the "ranane sound" r""'~
ded the man to Jonson and
~'-"Auuc:Il
suggested the list of virtues which foll o~.
d But Jonson goes on to
say that each name "ranane vertue weares" --and he intends
·
a double
meaning: the names thanselves "weare ranane vertue ," and also , they are
fit apparel for the man.

The v.Grd ~ is, significantly, Latin for truly ;

and when Jonson thinks of the word, he thinks of it in the sarre sense
with which he used it in another epigram when he was defending the antiquity (and therefore superiority) of his epigram5 fran the censure
of 1 'Meere English Censurer. 11
To thee, my way in Epigramres seares new ,

When lx>th it is the old way, and the true.

(XVIII, p. 10)

For Jonson, the wrd true rreans "the old way and the true" ; and Vere is
therefore vere--a faithful, truthful, pure rendering of Golden Age virtue. To Jonoon, Vere, like the epigram, is truly

Roorul ,

truly Golden

Age, and truly ideal; and his anphasis on the narre reinforces the stat eroont of the poan-that Vere is ideal because he is Golden Age.
Jonoon 1 s

•
etphasis

• t n""~ , I ru~race
II is as i mrY'lrI
on Vere 1 s f irs
nu
~ · ¥~
..,,na

tant to the statement of the poan as is ''Vere. " !brace, of course,

was one of the greatest Classical poets and greatly admired by Jonson .
· not hing e1se, "!brace" recarrnended Vere to
Therefore, by association 1f

Jonson.

But there is nnre.

In the tribute, Jonson has specifically

.
which the Elizabethans had
enumerated only those Golden Age virtues
adopted fran the ancients (the Classical Age) ; there has been no men-
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t ion of such Elizabethan additions

.
as 1earning and culture-and
could hardly be. Vere was a soldier a t 1
.
,
a ented soldier , but a
no rrore than that. He was not learned
t
, no a Poet. But Jonson
have him so; he mJuld have him 11·
ve up to the name he bears and
he represents.

Thus, in

°rder to add the missing feature

portrait, Jonson makes Vere a poet:

there
soldierwould
the ideal

to the ideal

if he was not a Poet by the pen , he

'\\OUld be so by the S\rord:
Illustrous Vere, or Horace; fit to be
Sung by a !brace, or a Muse as free ·
Which thou art to thy selfe: whose
was v.onne
In th' eye of Europe, where thy deeds were done
When on thy trumpet shee did sound a blast
'
Whose rellish to eternitie shall last.
'

fame

It is clear fran the forced addition of this last "vertue" that in Vere ,
Jonson has created, rather than paid hanage to , an ideal rmn.

What was

lacking was added; what did not fit was ani tted ( since it is a tribute).
Therefore, the portrait of Sir Horace Vere is a tribute to the rmn ; but
nore than a tribute, it is Jonson's clear statarent of the ideal.
An interesting and pertinent sidelight here is Jonson's per-

sonal connection with the name "!brace."

In a discussion of Elizabethan

drama, G. B. Harrison 61 tells of a "war between the theaters," ("Paul's
Boys" and "Children of the Chapel" \\Bre the acting canpanies), which

resulted fran the rivalry bet\\een the lea.ding playwrights of those t\ID
COJl)anies, John Marston and Ben Jonson.

It seen.s that Jonson began the

war by introducing into Every Man Out of His Hum:mr a pair of gulls who

61
.
ed
Shakespeare: Major Plays and the Sonnets
G. B. Harr1oon ,
• , .::::::=:;~-:;;:;'°"
-46
(New York : Harcourt, Brace and Co . , 1948) , PP· 44
·
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try to pass themselves off as wits by speaking in Marston's particular
manner.

The slight was easily recognized, and Marston retaliate<l in

his next play by calling people like Jonson "banbast wits that are
puffed up with arrogant conceit of their own IDrth."

The tID continued

to trade insults through their plays, and shortly, other playwrights ,
galled by Jonson's critical and supercilious rrrumer, joined the battle
againSt him.

Dekker ended the war with this final blow to "Horace " in

satiranastrix; or The Un-Trussing of the Hurrourous Poet:
The underplot was a canedy of contarporary middleclass intrigue. In the midst walked Ranan Horace
(alias Jonson), who was nnst viciously abused and
finally rm.de to swear that he v.ould thereafter
behave himself. Dekker knew Jonson well, and his
Horace is a brutal but vivid and rrost amusing caricature . . . Jonson was bitterly offended and with62
drew fran writing plays altogether for the time being.
It seems evident fran Harrison's account that in his own eyes, as well

as those of his contarJIX)raries, Jonson was Horace.
the first four lines of ''Sir Horace Vere.

He says as much in

11

WHich of thy nrures I take, not onely beares
A ramne sound, but ranane vertue we ares,
Illustrous Vere, or !brace; fit to be
Sung by a Horace, or a Muse as free;
.
J
to "sing" Vere's praise, he evidently regards him-Since onson goes on
"a Muse as free.' ' Such a self-concept is noteself as '' a Horace'' or
11
t-Horace" as well as
v.orthy because Jonson goes on to make Vere a poe
'Iberefore, by surrounding
an anbodi.Irent of other Golden Age ideals·
and Elizabethan virtue and by identiHorace Vere with every Classical
;mc his own status
" Jonson proCla.uuu
V
fying himself with "Illustrous ere,

62i!arrison, p. 46.

as the ideal man~r at least expr
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tha

esses
t sense of his own superior
position implicit in the work of the satiricist. 63
In addition to "To Sir Horace Vere," numerous other such tributes
and their ideal IIEn appear anong the epigrruJE:

the Earls of Salisbury

and Penbroke, Sirs John and William Roe, Therms Overbury.

Obviously,

rrost of Jonson's ideal IIEn were titled nEn, but there were exceptions as
long as those IIEn anbodied the ideal.

Such a one was William Canrlen, the

farrous scholar and antiquary, (Ep. XIV, p. 9) who was Jonson's teacher and
roontor.

In each case, the portraits seen to be sincere tributes, but they

are also, in keeping with Jonson's purpose, statenents of the ideal placed
there for his contemporaries to see and, he hoped, emulate.
Also rorthy of Em.J.lation were the ideal 'OCITleil~r rrore accurately,
ladies-of Jacobean society, Jonson's "lady Angels." Such a one was
Lucy, Countess of Bedford.
THis rrorning, timely rapt with holy fire,
I thought to fonre unto my zealous Muse,
What kinde of creature I could rrost desire,
To honor, serve, and love; as Poets use. .
I IJEant to rm.ke her faire, and free, and wise,
Of greatest bloud, and yet rrore gcxxi that ~eat ;
I rreant the day-starre should not brighter rise,
Nor lend like influence fran his lucent seat.
I IJEant shee should be curteous, facile,~~•
Hating that solame vice of greatness, pride ,
I rreant each softest vertue, ther~ should rreet,
Fit in that softer bosorre to reside.
Onely a learned and a rmnly soule
I purpos'd her'. that should, with even powersi
The rock the ~indle, and the sheeres controu e
! .
d in her owne free houres.
Of destin1e, an sp
.
d wish, d to see,
Such when I meant to fa~e, and that was shee.
(LXXVI, p. 32)
My Muse bad, Bedford write, an

·
in English
· Defence of Sat ire
63r.ouis I. Bredvold, "A Note m t in Essential Articles:. f?r
Literary History (1940), PP· 25 3-64, rp~ ed. by I3ernard N. Schilling
~ Study of English Augustan
p. 256.
(Harrden, Connecticut: Archon
'
11

:~~~l) '.
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Lucy, obviously the ideal subject for a

poe

t'

s fancy as well as the ideal

v.anan , possesses ' of course , those f Emllline
• .
attributes considered desir
able in every age:

she is "faire," pleasant, soft and sweet.

In addition,

she enl:xxlies those qualities characteristic of the ideal in the Classical
Age:

she is independent ("free"), virtuous ("nore

courageous and honorable ("a manly soule").

good

than great" ),

Further, Lucy possesses

those features added to the portrait in the Elizabethan version of the
Golden Age : she is "learned" and "curteous" (no doubt as a result of her
"greatest bloud"); and she is able to calmly control her life ("with
even powers/ The rock, the spindle, and the sheeres controule/ Of destinie,
and spin her owne free houres").

Thus, Lucy is a canposite; all of the

qualities rrost desired in her era care together in her.

The portrait is

of course, a rormntic fiction, unless the reader is to believe that such
paragons really existed whose brightness outshone the ''day-starre. '' But
it is fiction to a purpose.

The tribute is certainly a corrpliment to

Lucy, but as was the case with Vere, the tribute is a representation of
the ideal, the ideal that the lX)et says he first "fained" and named
"Bedford."
Tributes to ideal w::xnen are far fewer in the epigrams than are
those of

1000

'

but the "lady Angels" are represented there, hy -in addition

to Lucy-~Elizabeth,Countesse of Rutland, Mary Lady Wroth, Lady Sidney,
and others; and Jonson's purpose in placing then there is the same as in
the case of the ren:

to serve as exarrples of the ideal for his con-

d follow-back to the Golden Age. And in
tE!'f4X)raries to see, admi re, an
. ed. the rrost glowing, persuasive
each case, the portraits are paint in
earnest effort to render virtue
terns that the poet can call fort h- his
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Clods
nnve frcm a consideration of these ideal portraits to a look

To

at

sane

other, less savory, pictures is to rove frcm heaven to earth--

or rrore specifically, frcm Sidney's estate to Shoreditch.

In contrast to

the Angels, there were apparently rmny in Jacobean society whose lack of
virtue, culture, and learning drew Jonson's scorn-the Clods ; and they,
too, appear in the epigrams.

Such a one Jonson names and characterizes

as sinply "Gut":
GUt eates all day, and lechers all the night,
So all his reate he tasteth over, twise:
And, striving so to double his delight,
He makes him5elfe a thorough-fare of vice.
Thus, in his belly, can he change a sin
Lust it canes out, that gluttony went in.
(CXVIII, p. 59)
The scene of Gut's "all the night" lechery is depicted with the same
disdain.

Like Gut, the ''New Hot-House'' has changed only fran vice to

vice:
WHere lately harbour'd many a fam:>us whore ,
A purging bill, now fix' d upon ~he d~re,
Tells you it is a hot-house: So it ma
And still be a whore-house. Th' are Synonima.

(VII, p. 6)

Jonson places usury on a level with bawdry; it, too , is a profitable
exchange:
• fruits were so the sarre
IF as their ends, t heir
.
'
(LVII p. 24)
I3a~drie' ' and usurie were one kind of game.
'
.
Jonson points out
That neither gazre is ultinRtely profitable, however ,
whose twisted legs reflect the
in his account of I3anck, the Usurer'
inner rran:
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BAn<:k

feeles no laID2nesse of his knottie gout,

His rronyes travaile for him in and out·

And though the soundest legs ~e every da~
He toyles to be at hell, as scone as the~.

(XXXI , p. 15)

In such vignettes, Jonson captures his society in its baser nnments, and
he often expresses his disapproval by invoking a Christian context, as he
does in the case of Banek.

Indeed, references to such traditional Christ-

ian concepts as "heaven," "hell, 11 "God," "Satan, 11 and""the narrow way''
are frequent in the epigrams; and through than Jonson preaches to his
readers that "good iren but see death, the wicked tast it" (LXXX, p. 34).
But despite the distinctly rroral tone of the epigrams, Jonson often
reaches beyond the scope of doctrine to satirize persons whose transgressions are sins only to him.

"Groome Ideot, " for example, offends

the intellect rather than the conscience.
IDeot, last night, I pray'd thee but forbeare
To reade my verses; now I must to heare:
For offring, with thy froiles, my wit to grace,
Thy ignorance still laughs in the wrong place
So have I seene at Christ-masse sports one lost,
And, hood-wink' d, for a rmn, Embrace a post.
(LVI II , P. 24)
Jonson had little patience with ignorance, especially when it invaded his
sphere of learning, literary arts; and he is particularly contE'fiI)tuous
of "Poet-Ape, " the plagiarist :
Rbre fuet-Ape , that v.ould be thought our ~hiefe,
Whose v.orkes are eene the fripper~e of wit,
Fran brocage is becare so bold a th1.e~e, . .
As~, the rob'd, leave rage, and p1.tt1.e ~e· ·
Foole' as if halfe eyes wil~=
~h!l~ole peece?
Fran locks of \IDOll, or s
(LVI, p. 24)

~r:

•
skill, and honesty.
Poet-Ape lacks all that he professes to have--learn1.ng,
. ams Jonson describes and
In these and sane forty-odd other ep1.gr '
.
·
·
and
in
his
de.
f his contarporar1.es,
exposes to ridicule the misdeeds 0
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piction of vice, makes clear the scruffiness of life at the bottom of
London society.

To Jonson's mind th
, ose whose base lives show forth the
absence of virtue , learning, and culture are Clods,.
and his treatment of
than in the epigrams tells the reader so.
The reader can hardly fail to be struck by the sharp contrast in
"Epigramnes" between the denunciatory epigram and the tribute , between
the Clods and the Angels.

Gypsee is indeed not Lucy and Gut is not Vere-

in character or way of life•

But the difference can be felt as well as

seen; Jonson's scorn for the Clods is camrunicated from his treatment of
than in the epigrams.

For instance, the epigrams t o Clods are , in gen-

eral, soorter than those to Angels-as toough t he Clods do not merit
sustained consideration , but rather only a cursory "sum up" and a quick
disnissal.

Further , Jonson's diction is far from the srure. The Angels

are rendered heroic through dignified , ornate language and frequent allusion to historic or mythological figures ; the Clods are made caricatures and their deeds described with the coarsest plainness , a fitting
of diction to subject.
of view.

Jonson's attitude is apparent also in his point

He indicates that he identifies with the Horace Veres of his

society but is so far above "Foole" or "Knave" that neither can t ouch him:
THy praise, or dispraise is to me alike ,
.
One doth not stroke me, nor the other strike.

(LXI , p. 25)

In all, it is clear that Jonson presented his subjects different ly because he saw than differently and wanted his contemporaries to share his
' t ance betv.een Clods and
view. To Jonson, there was a very great dis
e difference between earth and heaven,
Angels-as great, perhaps, as th
. order to drive out the
or life and "the happiest life• " Theref ore, 1Il
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evil in his society and restore the "happiest" life of the Golden Age '
he sought to have his Angels admired and th• d
e1r eeds emulated ; the Clods
scorned and their acts shunned.
In the tributes and the denunciatory
epigrams, Jonson is doing what he set out to do--use his "excellent
faculty in verse" to properly "Embattle" virtue and vice so as to "render the one lov'd, and the other hated."
fut though Jonson satirized the Clods, he did so with less
vehemence than one might expect considering his devotion to the ideal.
It seans that his derision was saootimes m:xlerated by genuine hurror, as
in the case of the enterprising Gypsee and the rmn who kissed a post.
Perhaps Jonson felt that those at the bottom of 1.ondon society-often
econanically as well as cul turally--were usually the victims of their
own misdeeds.

He pointed out the '\rorldngs of justice (poetic or other-

side) in the tale of Old Colt, the adulterer who is repaid in his own
coin:
FDr all night-sinnes, with others wives, unknowne,

Colt, now, doth daily penance in his owne.

(XXXIX, p. 17)

Perhaps Jonoon regarded the Old Col ts of his society as ''humbler'' sinners ,
and thus unfair or unoorthy subjects for bitter attack.

They had fallen

far short of the ideal, but they had already destroyed thaJEelves ·

There

i.rere others in Jonson's society, ho\rever, who, he believed, did merit
his utroost vehE!Ilence.
thanselves

'

but

'

Old Colt' Gut' Gypsee' Banek-these had ruined

in a sense, only thanse1ves ·

There \rere others whose

h •d 1 but threatened to decorrupt practices not only destroyed t e 1 ea'
ed a tirade of invective far
stray the state. Against these Jonson 1008
IIX)re intense than the roore Sco

rn he directed at the Clods, the camon
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men of vice .
Devils
The Elizabethan era has 1ong be en recogniz.ed as one of the rrost
glorious in English hiSt ory • Under Elizabeth I, England rose to great
heights as a world power; and in the period fran 1590 to 1610, her poets
gave rise to what Priestley calls the great "May rrorning of English
poetry,"

64

literature unequaled in succeeding ages.

Much of the credit

for the accomplishments of her nation belongs to Elizabeth, the rrost
brilliant ruler of her age. 65 A contemporary , Sir John Hayward , described her as
. . . a lady on whan nature had bestowed and VAell placed
many of her fairest favors . . . every rrotion of her seemed
to bear majesty . . . her virtues v.Bre such as might suffice
to make an ugly v.amn beautiful . . . of v.onderful knowledge
ooth in learning and affairs ; skillful not only in Latin
and Greek, but in divers other foreign languages . . . she
was religious, rmgnanirrous, merciful and just . . 66 1ovely
and loving . . . with great wisdan . . . courtesy
Whether Hayward described a lady or an ideal, the fact rem.ins that
Elizabeth was a wana.n of unCOOIIDn attainments ; and those who at tended
the queen at court were expected to follow her nn.ich-acinired example.
Cne such courtier, Sir Thanas Roby, listed the qualities expected in a
courtier in his "The Chief Conditions and Qualities in a Cburtier ."
Anong a great rrn.ny other things, the courtier was

B Pr1'estley "The Elizabethan Age" in Adventures of English
. .
'
vich Inc . ' 1973)' p. 85.
Literature (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovano
,
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65Priestley, p. 79 .
6fL.

.

J. Gordon, ed. ,
Canpany, 1964) , pp. 133-34.
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English Literature (Poston: Ginn and
_

To be well born and of a m-v-v:i
.
t ongues, and especially in It stock
.
· • . To be seen in
1
. . . Not to praise himself a ~ French, and Spanish
. . . Not to carry al:x:mt t 1uns
fully and out of reason
a es and trifli ng news . . . To be
we 11 spoken and fair languagec1
cleanly in his apparel
N · · · To be handsane and
not unshamefastly to be~~- ~~-to love prarotions so,
self to love, please and o~yohi ic~: · • _To endeavor himHis love toward v.anen not to
s ince 1n honesty . . .
honest and godly and roore rulbeedse~tsuah1 or fleshly' but
t ·t · d
'
Wl
reason than
~~r
~ t~7love better the beauty of the mind than
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~;,. .

The "Chief Conditions and Qualities in a wa · t · Ge
1 mg ntlev.amn" were equally
specific and equally stringent • The courti·er ~~
haped hi S character
wuO S
and manners upon Hoby' s rrodel was certain to be a superior rmn-like
his soverign, a person of uncorrm:m attainrrents.
Whatever success the courtiers of Elizabeth's reign may have
had in reaching this ideal, those who served in the court of her suc-

cessor, James I, certainly fell short-at least the ones Sir Thara.s
Overbury knew and characterized:
To all IIEn 's thinking (a courtier) is a rmn, and to rrost
IIEn the finest : all things else are defined by the understanding, but this by the senses . . . He srells; and putteth
away much of his judgirent about the situation of his
clothes. He knows no man that is not generally known.
His wit, like the rmrigold, openeth with the sun, and
puts nore confidence in his v.ords than meaning, and
nore in his pronunciation that his v.ords. Occasion is
His Cupid, and he hath but one receipt of rmking _love.
He follows nothing but inconstancy, admires no!hing but 68
beauty, honors nothing but fortune, loves nothing
Overbury's opinion of courtiers was evidently founded in fact:
later impriooned and rrrurdered as the result of court intrigue.

67Gordon, pp. 13(}-31.
68Gordon, p. 132.

He was
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Such court iers as Overbury described here were a type that Jonson crune to know well.

Jonson had found favor with the new king, James

r, soon after he ascended the throne in 1603; and the decade which followed was Jonson's roost prosperous one.

It was the til're of his profit-

able collaooration with Inigo Jones and the period when his rmsques were
iJimellSely popular at court.

It was also, apparently the til're when his

1engthy exposure to court life brought considerable disillusionment.
Apparently, Jonson, the step-son of a bricklayer and a man who spent
rore time drinking in taverns or studying in his lodgings than anything
else, had believed that courtiers were uncamnn rren; he found that they
, 1.rere uncamx:m men of vice.

He recorded what he saw at court in an

epistle to a friend, in which he urges him to flee the court, a place he
calls "hell on earth."
Rather then here so oogg'd in vices stay:
The whole v.Drld here leaven'd with rnadnesse sv.ells
And being a thing, blowne out of nought, rebells
Against his Maker . . . what we call .
Friendship is now mask'd Hatred! Justice fled,
And shamef astnesse together! All lawes dead
That kept man living! Pleasures only sought !
and rrruis whole good fix't
in'b~avery, or gluttony, or coyne,
.
All which he makes the servants of the ~oIDe .
.
. f
h
. and let these kindled rirres
Friend flief ranh elnl~~ earth· where flatterers, spies ,
Light thee ran e
·
. .
Info:rnErs, Masters ooth ?r Arts and ~i~!t blcxxi
Lewd slanderers, soft whisperers tha
where envious, proud,
. ....
f t. us superstitious, 1o00
Ambitious, ac 10 . , 1
·th the infinite ITDre
Poasters, and perJur d, Wl(Ud
p. 149)
Praevaricators swanne ·
· 17 '
.
h drew of their lives
When Jonson satirized the Clods , the pictures e
.
the brothels . But there is
~re llllsavory-the street s, the taverns,
. ed ·
trated
evil
depict
lil
nothing in those epigrams to match the concen

thiS description of court life.
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And Jonson's

his shock and outrage.

.
exc1amatory tone evidences

Jonson was particularly disturbed by the ev1·1
chiefly because it was at court.

he saw at court

r

n contrast to the humbler lives of
Clods, courtiers lived in relative luxury and
e1egance at the court of
Jrures I, an exalted position which set then apart fran camon men.

It

was expected that greater position, influence , and responsibility presupposed greater virtue, knowledge, and attairuoont-as outlined in
Ibby's list of qualities.
verse was true,

Jonson found, however, that quite the re-

that greater position often meant greater evil.

courtiers were venal, ignorant, and wicked.

And these were, to Jon-

son's mind, far wrse than the Clods, whose s ins,
11

were limited by their position.

Many

11

like their lives,

Courtiers had wider scope of action

and p()\\erful influence; and therefore wicked courtiers were doubly
dangerous:

they prevented the return of the Golden Age and threatened

the safety of the state.

Jonson's view of court life as a "hell on

earth" makes clear his attitude toward such wicked courtiers; they were
1

'Devils . "
The depraved lives of these Devils rrust have been profoundly

disheartening to a man who professed a desire to restore the Golden
Age.

What he saw in life at court was the antithesis of every ideal he

held, the perversion of every Golden Age attribute.

He told Salisbury

that the Golden Age had becane the "age of gold" (LXIV, p . 27).

The

corruption surrounding Jonson daily rrrust
vice, intrigue, hypocrisy, and
Faced with daily evidence
have been a steady vexation to his spirit.
d filled with his dream of the
of the depths to which rran could fall an
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heights to which man could rise--and had do

.

ne so, he believed, in antiquity-Jonson set about satirizin th
g e courtier with a vengeance-which
th
indeed it was, Thus ,
e courtier is bitterly, scathingly denounced
in sare seventeen epigrams, far nnre than the number directed at any
other one group,
He begins by showing his contanpt for the courtier's pers:m:

he

has no manliness al:x:mt him:
ALl men are wonnes: But this no man. In silke
'Twas brought to court first wrapt, and white as milke;
Where, afterwards, it grew a butter-flye:
Which was a cater-piller. So t'will dye.
Silk envelops the silkv.onn, as it does the court-wnn.

("R-1, p, 9)

The courtier has

no virtue either; Jonson's use of dye probably includes a reference to
the licentiousness of court life.

The courtier's character is expounded

further in another epigram, where, on the sirrplest level, Jonson shows
how graft confounds justice:

Ridway rob'd Duncote of three hundred pound,
Ridway was tane, arraign'd, condann'd to dye ;
But for this rroney was a courtier found,
Be~ 1 d Ridwayes pardon: Duncote, now, doth crye;
Rob'd both of rroney, and the la~s rel~efe,
The courtier is becare the greater thiefe.
(VIII, p. 6)
Though justice often prevails on the lov.er levels of society (as in the
case of Old Colt), on the higher levels , there is none--thanks to the
oourtiers. However, this COurt ier will rouse himself to do evil; nnst
will not even do that:
AT court I met it, in clothes brave enoughugh'
To be a courtier; and lookes gra~e eno
,
. as r neere 1t crure,
To sean a statesnan.f
I asked the nrure.
It made me a great ace,
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A lord, it cryed buried.

And such from whan let m flesh, and blood,
For I will doe None .
~o mm. hope least good
For I will dare
· an as little ill
'
none. Good lord, walk~ dead still.

(XI, p. 7)
One courtier dresses like the "v.onoo" h .
e is; another will do only evil;
another will "dare" neither evil nor good,
Such men of shallow character
also demnstrate shallow learning:
I Grieve not, . Courtling , thou are started up
A c hamber-cntick, and dost din
At ~ s table, where thou mak~ ~ 1 t
~ high, or low, as thou wilt value it
'Tis not thy judgement breeds the
. di
Thy person onl Co 1 •
.
preJu ce,
Y,
urt mg, is the vice.
(IXXII, p. 30)

~f S:

The vice of "Courtling" was not restricted to the men ,. and the ladies
. ,
too, crure in for their share of satiric crnrnent.

Witness the case of

''Fine lady Would Bee, '' whose 1iasons
·
and abortions \\ere apparently \\ell

mcmn:
Fine Madaroo Would-Bee, wherefore should you f eare
That love to make so \\ell, a child to beare?
'
The v.orld reputes you barren: but I know
Your 'pothecarie, and his drug sayes no.
Is it the paine affrights? that's soone forgot.
Or your canplexions losse? you have a pot,
That can restore that. Will it hurt your features?
To make rurends, you'are thought a wholesorre creature.
What should the cause be? Oh, you live at court :
And there's both losse of ti.Ire, and losse of sport
In a great belly. Write, then on thy \\OJ1be,
Of the not borne, yet buried, here's the tanbe.
(IXII , p. 26)
It was obvious to Jonson fran his experiences at court that the present
age was filled with iren and
learning..-and thus vitality.

\ID!rell

who had lost all virtue, strength, and

Jonson I s last line to ''Fine Lady Would Bee"

indicates his view of her as a "life-in-death" figure, a walking "tanbe."
Aloo, the courtier who will do no good and "dare" no evil is told to
"walke dead still. 11

The vice-ridden society Jonson had cane to know

was
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a far cry from the ancient and goad

• t
socie y he dreamed of. As long
as wickedness prevailed, the Golden Age was d ad
e , c.ouJct not be brought
l
ife
in
his
IDrld.
The
11·
fe-m
·
-d
th
to
ea figure he presents in these
epigrams is Jonson's metaphor for the age.
But Jcmsc:m was concerned not only for life in the sense of "the
happiest life" as opposed to "the \\Orst life." He was also concerned for
the actual survival of the state.

Elizabethans had an abiding belief in

a fi.rnJly-structured IDrld order, an order thoroughly pervading every corner
of the universe; and this belief in \\Or ld order, called the "Chain-ofBeing," had been so long a part of their collective mind as to be taken
69
for granted.
In this concept, the Great Chain stretched fran the
"foot of God's throne to the meanest of inanirrate objects," 70 and thus
every living creature, ''from the highest archangel to the lowest wo:rm,

11

71

was united to every other creature, each occupying his designated position

as a link in the chain.

In this orderly hierarchy, each creature who

occupied his position to the height of his powers "echoed forth the
suprane goodness of the Almighty." 72

If, however, any link was inferior

or faulty, the whole strength of the Chain was irrpaired.

Such a creature

disturbed the whole order of the universe and threatened to bring chaos.

69E.

M. W. Tillyard, The Elizabethan World Picture (New York:

Vintage Books, 1943), p. 9.

7°'rnlyard, p. 26.
71
(New York:~- Hw. A:~~

ed.

and

72
Abrams, p. 335.

1

'!be Norton Anthology of English Literature
eo:-; 1962), p. 335 ·

As Tillyard explains

1
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hao

~ was a terrifying v.Drd to the Eliz-

at>ethans:

To us chaos means hardly IDJre than
.
scale· to an Elizabetha . t
confusion on a large
'
n i meant the co~
h
before creation and the wholesa·1 di
. c anarc Y
uld
1 ·
e sso 1ut10n that
\IDllowedresuh t if the pressure of Providence relaxed and
a
t e law of nature to cease f unc t·iomng.
.
73
'.[he seventeenth century is often said to have bee
t·
f •
n a llTle o vigorous
intellectual activity, a time of "new science" and unstable :rx:>li ti cal
-

fraIDe\\Orks •

74

But 1·t

was the middle and later seventeenth century that

saw the Cavalier-Puritan wars, the beheading of Charles I, the tenuous
grasp of the Coononwealth, and finally, the Restoration.

As profoundly

shattering to the Elizabethan scheroo of things as these developrents
were , they cazne later.

In Jonson's time, turn--of-th~seventeenth-cen-

tury England, rrost people still subscribed to belief in the 11Chain--ofBeing" order of things and cherished their faith in the "Divine Right of

Kings." 75 As God's anointed on earth, the king was at the top of the
earth-bound hierarchy, the Chain in microcoffil, and the lowliest serving
girl on the bottan.
rank,

Others in between were valued in descending order of

'Ille king, therefore, was the "father of his country" ; as such,

he was to be revered / his conduct enulated, his judgrrents honored and
obeyed.

Theretore, in the proper functioning of the Chain, the king's

73
Tillyard, p. 16.
74....
,;,,..,::I• h Literature in the Earlier Seventeenth
-.uouglas Bush, ~ 1S =~~~
1
) Chapter 1
Certeury (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1945 , 952 ,
·

75Abrams, p. 329.
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glorified virtues were reflected by his courtiers, the noble example
of the courtiers descended to the Populace, and peace and hanrony
ensued,
Ben Jonson viewed the world as rrost Elizabethans did

76

'

he therefore regarded the scene at court with considerable alann.

and
The

corrupt lives that he saw there were disordered lives, and indeed that
disorder had already brought about a degree of chaos.

Jonson's descrip-

tion of court life, presented in part earlier, contains nnre than a little
intimation of the cosmic anarchy so feared by the Elizabethans:
The whole world here leaven'd with rrrulnesse swells.
And being a thing, blowne out of nought, rebells
Against his Maker; high alone with weeds,
And impious ranknesse of all Sects and seeds:
Not to be chekt, or frighted now with fate,
But IIDre licentious rrade, and desperate!
Our Delicacies are growne capitall,
And even our sports are dangers! what we call
Friendship is now rmsk I d Hatred! Justice fled,
And shruref astnesse together! All lawes dead
That kept nrui living! Pleasures only sought!
Honour and honestie, as JX)Ore things thought
.
As they are made! Pride, and stiff e Clownage .~'rt
To make up Greatnesse! and mans whole good fix t
In bravery, or gluttony, or coyne,
.
All which he makes the servants of the Grollle,
Thither it flowes . . . 0 times,
.
iend
flie
from
hence·
and
let
these
kindled
rJ..ITEs
Fr
(Ud · 17 ' p. 147)
Light thee fran hell on' eart h · · ·
Man, in the fonn of courtier, had, like Satan, rebelled against his
Maker and created for himself a "hell on earth ."
As dangerous as this one rebellious 1.ink was in itself, the

. . by 1. ts connection to the other links of
danger was greatly rm.gnified
eed downward to the
the Chain. The example of corruption could proc

76rillyard, pp. 108-9.
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people and eventually wreak total hav

Th " .
.
oc •
e thither it flowes'' in t he
lines above points to Jonson's concern
.
-a concern evident in his account
of Mill , a '' ladies '\\aila.n" wh0
was a gcxxl v.anan until she came to court .
WHen Mill first caroo to court, the unprofitin foole
Unmrthy such a mistris, and such a schoole g
'
Was dull, and long, ere shee "WOuld goe to ~.
At 1~, e~e, appetite, and exa'Tlple wan
·
The mc~r !hing to tast her ladies page;
And , finding good secruitie in his age
Went on . . .
(XC, p. 38)
'

Corruption was spreading and could-very possibly , \\Ould-bring chaos
again.

The position of courtier was an important one, and rrost of those

Jonson knew not only threatened Jacobean societ y but j eopardized the
whole estate of man.
Ho~ver distressing such thoughts must have been to Jonson , the
epigrams indicate that he still had hope for his society.

Of

course ,

by their very existence, the satirical epigrams attest Jonson ' s hope of
refonn.

But this hope is reflected rrore positively in his congratulatory

epigram to the Earl of Salisbury , who had recently been named Treasurer:
:rot glad, like those that have new hopes , or_sutes ,
With thy new place, bring I these early fruits
Of love and what the golden age did hold
A tr~e, art: contenm' d in th' age of gold.
Nor glad as those , that old depe~dents bee,
To see thy fathers rites n~ laid ~n thee
But I am glad to see that tl.ID8 strr:71.ve ,
Where merit is not sepulcher'd alive.
.
Where good mens vertues than to_honors_bring,
And not to dangers. When 80 wise ~ king
Contends t'have wrth enjoy , fran his regard , d
As her owne conscience , still, _the sru: r ~ .
These (noblest Cecil) labour' d in : t ; ~ught?
Wherein what wnder see thy nrure
gratulate ,
That whil 'st I meant but thine toof
(LXIV, p. 27)
our state.
I'have sung the greater f ortunes

I

since Salisbury s worth had been recognized·

d

1

.
h
an since e had been
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appointed to high position in govermnent, there was still hope that
good instead of evil might spread throughout the kingdan--that good
might not be "sepulcher'd alive," that the "age of gold" might sometime becane the Golden Age, and that Jacobean society might some day
enjoy even "greater fortune."

As he said in line thirteen, these all

"lal:xmr'd" in his thought.
In the poans of ''Epigramnes"-one hundred thirty-three in allJonson devoted a massive effort to bringing about these l::€tter conditions.

He wrote panegyrics to Angels, denunciations to Clods, and

condE!llllations to Devils-all in an effort to render virtue "lov' d" and
vice "hated"; and his intent always was to rid his society of that
which prevented the restoration of a wholesane, ordered society-the
Golden Age.

If, considered together, the denunciatory note is the

stronger one in "Epigramnes," and the contours of "the happiest life"
· ·
his
can only be discerned as the antithesis of the lives he satirizes,
purpose was good:

to show the v.orld how not to live.

What E. B.

Partridge says of Jonson I s canedies applies with equal strength to the
non-drrum.tic poans:
When Aristophanes ridiculed his absurd _Athens and
Jonson his foul IDndon, both \rere talkmg abo~g
heaven: an ideal Athens and an ideal I.Dndon.

79
Partridge, p. 233.

Chapter IV
"'%e Happier Life''
The "heaven" that Jonson was talking a'h,.,.ut was
.UJ

,

of course, the

Golden Age; and his intense devotion to this ideal thoroughl y ct·1rected
his \rork in ''Epigranmes, " Jonson once pro f essed that he was "in love
with every vertue" and "at fewd with sinne and vice"; but it is his
11

feMf" with vice that is the nore mem::,rable "€!11battling" in these early

epigrams.

Jonson called these epigrams the "ripest of my studies, "

but because of the poet's pervasively critical attitude, rmny readers
v.ould likely regard than as the "sourest" of his studies.

In discussing

Jonson's attitude as it appears in his early plays, C.H. Herford wrote:
Jonson gave the rein to the impulses of a tE!Tlperament
censorious and aggressive in unsurpassed degree; a
terrperament in which the critical severity which discovers rnisdoers everywhere was canbined with the militancy which relishes the battle the nore the greater
the nurrbers of the foe, and the rigor which suffers
no fault to go without its meed of punisllrent. BO
While Herford's assessnent is probably an overstatement, there is considerable truth in what he says.

The epigrams are largely denunciatory ,

and Jonson does seen to derive a certain satisfaction fran delivering
the perfectly-aimed blow to ''rnisdoers. '' fut however harsh Jonson's
~ there is
treaunent of evil and folly nny have been in t hese ear1Y .t-'~~·~,
Piefore
considerable evidence that his attitude changed in later \rork.

discussing this change, however'

·t is necessary to define lx>th ''epigram''

1.

and "later v.ork."

80Herford and Sl.Jil)SOn, I, p. 378 ·
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Accord:ing to

Holman

58
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,

the tenn epigram originally ( in ancient

Greece) meant an :inscription, especially an epitaph

"'°an a short poan
u~

rmcte permanently mamrable.
m:x:lel, used

Lat

er

.t

came to
t·
·
crip ion-like verse what was to be
The Ramn
Mar
Poet
tial, Jonson's favorite

sumning up lll. lllS.

•

1

•

th
e epigram for various themes and purposes:

satire, friend-

ship, canpliment, eulogy, epitaphs, philosophic reflections, and jeux
~' esprit,

By Jonson's tiloo, however, the classical rrodel was cultivated

chiefly as a means of satire.

grams in English,

82

But Jonson, the greatest writer or epi-

used the epigram to include not only satirical poems ,

but also epistles, verses of compliloont, epitaphs, and reflective versesa pattern closer to Martial' s.

ent collections:

Ho~ver, he used different forms in differ-

in "Epigranrnes" his epigrarrs are chiefly satires, but

he also used the fonn for numerous tributes, sare epitaphs, and one or
ti.ID reflective poans.

In ''Underwood" and ''Uncollected Poetry, 11 Jonson

expanded his use of the epigram to include, in addition to these , nurrerous epistles and dedicatory prefaces to literary rorks.

Thus, the

epigrams of the later collections exhibit greater variety than those of
the earlier v.ork.

They are also usually longer and less terse than

those typical of the first collection.

Thus when this paper discusses

Jonson's epigrams in "Underwood" and ''Uncollect ed Poet ry ' '' the tenn
designates not only satires, ep1·taphs , and tributes ' but also epistles

81c. Hugh Holman, ! Handlx>ok ~Literature
Merrill Canpany, Inc., 1972), pp. 196- ·

82ib1man, p. 197.

(New York: The Pobbs-
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and dedicatory verses.

The study does not foe

refers to, other poems of the later

us on, but occasionally

.

co 11ection such as odes , e1egies
. ,

lyrics, and "songs" fran the plays.
The designation "later v.Drk"

also requires some explanation.
When Jonson published his first collect·
f
ion° poetry, he entitled it
"Epigranmes:

Book I "
·

A "Book II"

never appeared, but Jonson was ap-

parently in the process of arranging this second collection when he
died in 1637.

He had arranged some of the

nr.cn,c,
¥'-"--''""

f or publ 1cat1on
• . and

entitled the group ''UndeIViDOd, '' which title he explained in the preface:
With the same leave the Ancients call'd that kind f
lxxly Sylva • • • in which there were workes of div~rs nature
and nntter congested; as the multitude call Timber-trees
'
proniscuously growing, a Wood, or Forrest: so am I bold '
to entitle these Poons, of later growth , by this of
Under-v.ood, out of the Analogie they hold to the Forrest
in my fonrer lxx>ke, and no otherwise.
(Ud. , p. 117)
'
("Forrest" is, or course, the second collection of poens published as a
canpanion piece to "Epigranmes. ")

But Jonson died before this later

group of poan.s went to press, and ''Underv.ood" was published posthUIIDusly
in 1640 by a friend of Jonson 's, Sir Kenelm Digby.

Digby included for

publication with "Undel"MXXi" (1) verse that Jonson had apparently not
arranged for publication under the title ''Ungathered Verse" (now called
"Uncollected Poetry"); (2) a revised erli tion of an earlier work,
Horace's "Art of Poetry" ; and (3) Jonson's critical studies (''Discoveries").

Although this publication contains chiefly the poet's later

,'of later growth' ' is
mrk, the title description of the v.ork as poons
not strictly accurate.

"Unde.....,rv,d" and ''Uncollected Poetry" do coniYYVV

tain some poans which \\ere written before 1612 (the date the book ~nt
to the printer) but, for one reason

or another were not included in
'
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t he earlier publication.

Nevertheless 'nnst of Jonson's
occasional and can therefore be dat d
e .

TY\Omco

1-"-"--' ' ID

wer e

Thus, it is ll...<,ually possib1 e

to distinguish between early and 1 t
a e v.ork and therefran to draw sane
conclusions about the Poet's think '
l.Ilg at tv.o different periods of his
life.
The rrost important observat ion
·
regarding the early and late
epigrams is that the unyielding, fiery satiric tanper so evident in
"Ep1·graITIIEs" is considerabl Y 1ess evident in ''Underv.Dod." and ''Uncol-

lected Poetry•"

A look at sane numbers illustrates this contrast:

the one hundred and thirty-three

nt"\CmC,
.r-''-''....,

of "Epi·o·=•u~
~nTl'\Os , II sixt y- f 1ve
· are

denunciatory ; of the thirty-odd epigramg in ''Uncollected Poetry ,
are denunciatory.

in

11

five

To total, then , the sixty-five epigrams of the two

later collections contain only nine or ten denunciations.

Of these ,

three are directed at Jonson's long-time enany and rival, Inigo Jones ;
three at courtiers ; t\ID at detractors ; and one or t,ro at "the Tures. "
Fran a consideration of the nl.IlTlbers, it is evident that Jonson ' s mind
was less disposed to criticisn in the later oork , and an examination of

the poans reveals that often his denunciations ~re directed at those he
believed to have attacked first (the courtiers, detractors , and Inigo
Jones); Jonoon does not usually begin the attack with a ''To Thee • • •"

so frequent in the early epigrams.

He seems less inclined to open the

argunent by vehemently pointing out and denouncing the folly of his
contanporaries.

To be sure' there are still angry passages and bitter

PGars (as "To a Friend, to Per~e Him to the Warres, " and "An Epigram on the Court Pucell"), but rrore typically such denunciation is

h miserable the times have
~ntioned only as passing references to ow
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1:)eCCt're

canpared to what they were

11

long ago, "

a nostalgia fran which the
TV\orn
A B
.
s ryant pointed
3
t 8 Jonson was never a sunny man· but h ·
•
ou,
,
e is considerably rrore so in
the later poans.

poet quickly passes on to other things in the

~ll•

Such an obvious change leads to a consideration of possible rearons behind Jonson's shift in attitude.

Cne such possibility is sug-

gested in the epigrams thansel ves, in a before-and-after look at the
poet's attitude toward rroney and position in society.
Jonson dedicated the epigrrum of the 1616 folio to the Earl of
Pembroke and, in his preface , asked Panbroke' s protection should his
verses bring him "danger." But it appears fran what he said in that
book that he had already encountered sc:xre difficulties because of his

"Muse":
AWay, and leave ID2, thou thing rrost abhord
That hast betray'd me to a \\Qrthlesse lord;
Made me carrnit rrost fierce idolatrie
To a great image through thy luxurie.
Be thy next masters rrore unluckie Muse ,
And, as thou'hast mine, his houres, and ~outh_a~se.
Get him the times long grudge, the courts. 111 will,
And, reconcil'd, keepe him suspected ~tll~.
Make him loose all his friends; and, which 1s \\Qrse,
Alrrost all wayes, to any better course.
With me thou leav' st an happier Muse then thee!
And which thou brought 'st rre, welcane pov~rtie.
Shee shall instruct my after-thoughts !o write
Things manly, and not srelling p~1!e;
. Sta
Who e're 1s ra1s d,
fut I repent rrehas.
yt. He is tax'd not prais'd.
(LXV, pl 27)
For worth he
no ,
'
,, he had incurred
As the poet pictures it here' he -was indeed ''unlucki e :
-11 " lost "all his
the "tirres long grudge, " ProVloked the "courts ill Wl '

8

~ant, p. 5.
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friends, " cancelled nearly all his prospect

f
s

or a better "course" d
' an '
th
If e circumstances v.ere really
as dire as Jonson describes, he was certainl tak . .
Y 1ng it v.ell; he even says
that his poverty is "~!cane." There is a reaso f
.
.
n or such sto1c-sean1ng
good hUIIDr, however, and that reason is indicated . th 1
.
in e ast four lines

as a result, been left in "Povertie."

of the poem.

The occasion for the poem was Jonson's chagrin at having

praised a rmn (perhaps one of his "Angels") who turned out to be a
"v.orthless lord," hence his half-serious desire to be rid of his erring
"Muse. "

Such misguided praise rm.de Jonson appear to be flattering the

subject of the poem and thus servilely currying favor for gain ("srelling
parasite").

But in the last lines Jonson indicates that he has recon-

sidered his mistake and is still satisfied with his Muse, for "Who e' re
is rais' d/ For v.orth he has not, He is tax' d, not prais' d. '' Jonson
rooans that despite his error, he still "got his rmn ," still censured the
mm for not being what he should have been.

filled:

Thus Jonson's aim was ful-

he denounced vice and praised virtue.

intention and finn detennination,

To do oo was his avowed

and if speaking out for what he be-

lieved was right and denouncing what he believed was wrong v.ould be
repaid by public censure and poverty, ~11, his ideals were v.orth the
cost.

Besides, to Jonson, rmney was only that "filthy lucre" which had

•
·
corrupted virtue imny tures
m
the n age of gold · '' He was not of his age ;

he was a poet; he could not be ''lxmght. "

It was a question of integrity.

While it no doubt was actually a question of integrity' it ITllSt
.

be added that it was also a question of situat ion.
not as bleak as he described.

Circunstances \\Bre

Jonson was never a ~lthy

nmi,

but hi s

urt f Jruoos r did render him

l)Osition as popular rrn.sque-rnaker in the co

o
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[ll)re canfortably- fixed than he had ever bee
.
n · Thus 1 t was fran the vantage point of sane rroney and court fa
vor as 0 PPosed to no rroney and favor
that he toasted his cavalier disregard for both. later circumstances
v.Bre to change that attitude.
Jonson's fortunes declined after

Jrums

r died in 1625 . Charles

I did not share his fa ther's regard for the Poet and often neglected t o
pay him the pension granted by his father in 1616. Further, Jonson, s
imsques \rere no longer popular, his later plays were poorly received,
his incane dwindled, and his health deteriorated badly.

Jonson suffered

a paralyzing stroke in 1628, and the epigrrurs written after that date
include nUITErous petitions from Jonson (the "Bed-rid Wit ," he called
hinself) to Charles asking for his pension or a gift.
becare

By 1632 ,

he had

a complete mendicant, as is clear from his "The Humble Pet iti on

of Poore :Ben.

To th'best of lvbnarchs, Masters, Men , King Charles":

-Doth IIDst humbly show it,
To your Majestie, your Poet:
THat whereas your royall Father
Jrures the Blessed, pleas'd the rather ,
Of his special grace to letters,
'lb make all the Muses debters
'lb his bountie; by extension
Of a free Poetique Pension,
A large hundred Markes ~ui tie'
'lb be given me in gratu1t1e ,
R>r done service, and to cane
Please your Majestie to rra.ke
f
goodnesse sake,
(Ud., 28 , p. 237)
Of your grace' or
Pounds.
'Those your Fathers Markes, your
'
. mo-thirds of a pound, Jonson -was
Since Ifunter explains that a rmrk 15
.
t . ly poverty -was no longer
• hi
ns1on · Cer am
asking for an increase 1n s pe
. r than he bad fore.
so much gr:iIIIOO
''welcare' ' to Jonson; its real1 ty was

seen.
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But to say, as Hunter does 84

that Jonson /YYlmromised
h.is prin.
~-'t-'
ciples by begging rroney is too great a jur1-'-'&•~nt on too little evidence.
A canpranise of principle ~lies a . 1 .
v10 at1on of one's beliefs, and Jonoon had never exhibited any scruples ag .
.
ainst asking for noney; he had
often asked before and did not blush t 0 ask
.
a gift of even a lady, like,
for exarrple, Lucy, Countess of Bedford:
I

MAdazoo, I told you late how I repented
I ask'd a lord a buck, and he denyect'ire·
And, ere I could aske you, r was prevented:
Fo: your nnst noble offer had supply'd ire.
Straight. went I horoo; and there rrost like a Poet,
I fancied to my selfe, what wine, what wit
I w:mld have spent: how every Muse should know · t
And Phoe1?t15-selfe should be at eating it.
i '
0 Madame, if your grant did thus transferre tree
Make it your gift. See whither that will be~e iree.
(UGOO.,V, p. 35)

It was camon practice in Jonson's tilre for poets to

seek

and receive

financial support fran patrons and friends, and the transaction did not
then carry with it the anbarrassing stigma assigned to it by the twentieth century.

Further, in his petitions to the king, the poet was

usually asking for what was rightfully his, the pension which had already been granted him; and the terns in which he couches his requests

are probably no rrore servile than the traditional ones
ject addressing a king who ruled by Divine Right.

usoo

by a sub-

There is a difference

between Jonson' s letter to lllcy and his petition to the king, but the
difference is not of content, but of tone:

one reflects the light

t the heavy heart of great
heart of no great necessity; the other re fl ec s
e
attitudes is knowledge.
need; and the difference between th 00

8\runter, p. 116.

By
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the time of his petition to the king, J

onson had experienced poverty in
full rreasure, and that experience had chang
.
ed his attitude, not his ideals.
Jons::>n never said he \rould not ask for
rroney. Indeed, he was doing so at
that very writing. What he did say was that . f
i poverty was the price of
speaking his mind, he \\DUld cheerful!
.
.
.
Y pay it. There is no evidence in
his petitions to the king that Jonson canprani ed hi
. .
s
s prl.llciples, that
in violation of his ideals he had "sold" his pe f
'
n or rroney.
Of course, it should be adni.tted here that there is such evidence,

evidence which suggests that Jonson did violate his beliefs in order to
avoid, or nnre accurately, to alleviate, the poverty of his later years.
In addition to petitions to the king such as the one just discussed, Jon-

son's later epigrams contain sane seventeen car:pl:i.IOOntary peens to
Charles, his family, and his treasurers; in "Epigranrnes" there are five:
four to Janes* and one to Salistm-y when he was treasurer.

Aloo in con-

trast, the early epigram:; contain at least seventeen satires denouncing
courtiers; the later epigram:; contain just three.

The canbination of

such unusual deference to the court and his obvious need for court favor
does make Jonson appear in a light he rrost abhorred, that of "snelling
parasite."

Certainly the poet's earlier-expressed disregard for

"povertie" and the "courts ill will" v.ere luxuries he could

00

longer

afford in his straitened circumstances; and it is therefore conceivable
that Jonson curbed his tongue in order to try to provide for hirrself' a
ff'l""\uld account' in part, for the milder
restraining of his ''Muse'' Which nv

wh. h appear arrong the later epi*Th.ere are tw:J others to James ~c
is then actually six, not
grams. The total number of tributes to rures
four.

tone of the later epigr8In<3
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.

fut, one,e again, on
e cannot definite! as
.
y S\.llm fran the evidence
that Jonson did canprOOJise his
. .
principles in an effort to gain the
court's favor. His tributes to the king et
- al could well have been sincere, or at least as sincere as his tribut ha
es d ever been. Jonson wrote
fifty-seven tributes in "Epigramoos" d
, an roost of than pass fran the
designation canpl:i.Ioont into panegyric Ev
.
-_,;.w-~::.::::·
en alloWl!lg for the intentionaL hyperbole with which Jonson ideal'zed h'
i
is Angels, it is tolerably
certain th.at sane of what he said he knew to be false On
•
e v.onders especially aoout a deftly-turned canpl:uoont to J ames which appears in
.
''Epigranmes":
MArtial, thou gav' st farre nobler Epigrarrrres
To. thy Ix:xnitian, than I can my Janes :
fut 1.Il my royall subject I pas:;e thee,
Thou flattered. 1 st thine, mine cannot flatter'd bee.
(XXXVI, p. 16)

It is the nature of a tribute to eulogize, and Jonson I s rmnners were
impeccable, at least in the tributes; the Clods and Devils could fend
for themselves.
It is also true that the greater m.mi)er of tributes to the king,
his family, and his treasurers which appear in the later \\Ork could be

the result of Jonson I s position.

He was still "poet-laureate," oo to

speak; Charles did pay him fran time to time; and he was still expected

to produce poans for royal birthdays and other ceraronious occasions at
court.

·

Perhaps there \\ere simply rore of such occasions

early reign of Charles.

durina-

....'b

the

Also, the fact that relatively few denuncia-

.
.
• ams can be easily explained
t ions of the courtiers appear 1n these epigr
by the fact that Jonson was no longer a frequenter of the court.

With-

out the spur of regular exposure to the
bis anger rmy well have subsided.
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.
corruption he described earlier

I

'
n short, there is no indisputable
evidence that Jom:on Call)ranised h •
. .
is principles in order to secure court
favor. Any change in the epigram:, could .
JUSt as easily have resulted
fran a change in attitude as fran a chan
.
ge in character.
That the poet's attitude could undergo hang .
c
e is strongly sug-

gested by lines fran an epitaph written on the d th f .
ea o Vincent C-Orbet
in 1619. Jonson describes Corbet as
. . a friend and Father . . .
His very Manners taught t'amend 1
They were so even, grave, and holy;
No stubbornnesse so stiffe, nor folly
To license ever was so light
As twice to trespasse in his sight
His lookes v.ould so correct it, ~en
It chid the vice, yet not the Men.
Much from him I professe I wonne,
And rrore, and rrore, I should have done,
But that I understood him scant;
(Ud. 14, p. 138)
Corbet was the father of one of Jonson's friends and apparently close to
him since he calls him "friend and father."
IIWl

Perhaps contact with the

and respect for his good life led Jonson to reassess his earlier

use of the pen.

In an effort to exorcise the vice in his society, he

had often "chid" the men, both as individuals and as types.

And in his

z.eal for refonn he had not taken care to separate the nnn f ran his

'

fault; indeed, he seared to see little difference betv.ren the tv.u.

Jon-

does say here tba t he learned fran Corbet and ''rrore, and rrore, I Soould
have WJnne/ But that I understood him scant."

oon "understood" better as years went

It is possible that Jon-

by that destruction is not con-

.
t
struction and that he had enjoyed hiS v.ork 00

11
\\B

Such a different
•
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attitude, arising fran greater knowledge, could explain the fact that
there are fewer satires in the later epigram:;,

It is true that while the

poe t was less inclined to criticize the court ·

•
1er 1n 1ater years, he was
also less inclined to criticize the other ~ f hi
.
mc:uuers O
s ooc1ety. He

may have learned nnre sympathy for the mm, if . not the vice.

The same consideration of Corbet's "very Manners" which "taught
t' amend" which may have Pranpted Jonson to rmdify his metood of refonn
may aloo have pranpted him to look withim himself:

Lines fran an

epistle to the Earl of Sackville, a benefactor, do suggest a rrore introspective Jonson.
in the streets,

In the epistle the poet has been talking about "crime
the robbing of "JX)Ore Market-folkes" and "kicking a

punck" (prostitute), deeds which he makes analogous to the mistreatment
of the poor by the greedy and indifferent rich.

Peroons who do these

things, the "Towne Gallantry, " Jonson observes , are of ten rewarded by
notoriety instead of the censure they deserve:
. . . feats of darknesse acted in Mid--Sun,
And told of with nnre License then th' were done.1
Sure there is Misterie in it, I not know
That roon such reverence to such actions soow!
And alm::>st deifie the Authors! . .
(Ud. 15 , p. 142)
There is a "Misterie" in it, Jonson says.

fut then he goes on to tell

Sackville :
And you Sir know it well to whan I write . . .
No nnre are these of us, let than then gue'
I have the lyst of mine, owne faults :t~~~~e,
l.ooke too and cure ; Hee s not a rmnds one
But like to be, that every_daybrre~he Beast: . .
And feels it, Else he tarries that will advance .
. . . he nust f eele and know'
good by chance . .
Men have beene great, but never
Or on the sudden. • ·
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'Tis by degrees that men arr·
Profit in ought: each d
ive a! glad
little adde
In time 'twill be a heapeay· Eane
thi ·
'
Alone in nnney but •
'
s is not true
'
in manners too
Yet v.e nrust nnre then nnve still ·
We rrrust accanplish;
(Ud , 1o5r goe on,
·
, pp. 142-43)
What is not said here is as revealing
"~- .
as wu,:1.t is said. Jonson has told
Sack.ville that greed, cruelty, and · 1
rm.spaced values do abide in oociety

and that such things are shocking; yet he leaves off at that:

he lets

"than then goe," an action highly uncharacteristic of the earlier "fire
and brimstone" preacher.
ther reproach:
amend.

He explains his reason for offering no fur-

he has his own faults to consider, his own life to

It is typical of Jonson to drape what he is currently doing with

the rmntle of long-standing theory and thus exeqJlary practice.

But it

does not hide the fact that the thinking he expresses here is different
fran that which he expressed before.

In "Epigrarnres" Jonson never ad-

mitted that he had any faults to consider, IT11ch less a "lyst."

In the

early mrk he portrayed. hinEelf as the ,i deal rmn, the Poet-Satirist with
11

exact knowledge of all vertues and their Cbntraries," not a rmn like

other rren.

Yet here he speaks of the slow rut steady growth required to

reach the ideal.

Jonson's staterent here suggests greater knowledge of

self and other men, a knowledge which nay have rm.de him, if not rrore

~atbetic, at least less antagonistic toward toose who were once the
objects of his vehement denunciation.

Such statarents as thi8 one, as

~11 as the generally milder tone of the later epigrams, show

tha

t

had taken his crusade within.
Jonson had changed his attitude and that he

.
.
.
ted to illustrate the poet's
The foregoing discussion is presen
.
d ,_...,,." fallibility as it appears in
attitude toward poverty' satire' an UU1Ua,u
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tbe early epigrams and as it alters in th
elater epigrarrs; and to propose that the poet's altered attitude acco
.
unts, in part, for the milder
tone of the later epigrams. Such a conclu .
.
sion is a reasonable one fran
the facts at hand. Ibwever, it sho ld
u not be inferred that the change
in the poet's attitude was a drastic one· •
' l.e., that the fire-breathing
satirist suddenly (or even gradually) turned • t
in° a ~etness-and-light
lyricist. No such radical change occurred J
· onson was always Jonson,
arid he was never satisfied with :iJrt)erfection But ·t •
·
1
is true that the

later v.ork is characterized by a restrained treatment of
e,amx)n in the early work; ~d it seem reasonable to

•.
•
vice
quite un-

asst.nne

that this

change is the sazre one noted by Barish in the plays :
The satiric tendency to insist on the gulf bet~n
things as they are and things as they ought to be
wanes noticeably in the course of his career, and
his attitude becares IIDre and IIDre that of the mm
wtx>se recognition of folly in hi.nself p vents him
fran judging it too harshly in others.
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'!here are others who agree with Barish,
SeaJS
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and therefore there

to be general agrearent that Jonson becrure increasingly aware of

his own fallibility in later years and that his increased self-knowledge
resulted in a less critical attitude toward misd.oers.

other factors

such as the poet's fuller understanding of poverty and of l:nmml nature
are probably inJX:>rtant also as a cause of the poet's altered attitude,
at least as it appears in the poem;.

And, of course, there rmy be

wn which in addition to
DllOOrous other minor factors, never t o be kno ,
'

85aa.rish, p. 146.

~ t , p. 1.
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these just-mentioned ones, contributed to the rru· ld t
f
er one o the later
...i..~
•
epi 6~me:. There is one other factor ho,,..,.
... - · ,
""'ver, wu.J..ch 1s perhaps the rrost
influential one; and it, too, energes fran a study of the later epigrams.
The Golden Age was the ruling dream of Jonson, s life.

But it

must re rEm:mbered that the Elizaootban concept of the Golden Age was a
conflation:

a joining of the silq)le, naturally good life described by

the ancients to the learned and cosmpolitan life acknired by the Elizaoothans.

Thus, Jonson' s concept of the Golden Age, as it ererges fran

his early epigrams, is the typically Elizaoothan one; and it was therefore the Elizaoothan version of the Golden Age that Jonson was striving
ro earnestly to restore in his t:i100.

But the poet's concept of life in

the Golden Age, "the happiest life," altered in the c.ourse of years, as
did his attitude.

And it is this altered ideal which appears in and

directs the later v.Drk.
The change in Jonson's concept of ''the happiest life'' can re
seen, perhaps unexpectedly, in a cooparison of
"Epigramoos" and the other in ''Underv.ood."

m

suppers, one in

In "Inviting a Friend to

Supper," Jons:>n first issues the invitation,
TO night, grave sire, ooth my IXX?re house, and I
lx)e equally desire your carpanie:
Not that we thinke us v.Drthy such a ghest,
fut that your v.Drth will dignifie our feast
And then slnws his guest the renu:

Yet shall you have to rectifie your paladate,
'
sare ootter sall e
An olive, capers, 0 ~
short-leg'd hen,
Ushring the mutton; with a
and then,
If we can get her, full ?f
these, a coney
L:i.m:>ns, and wine for. ~uce. for our rooney;
Is not to re despair d of,
e yet there are clarkes,
And, though fowle' now, be scare '

:S

The skie not falling
The rreal will be ample:

'

thinke

'1.\9
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(CI, p. 46)

four rooat dishes--nutton, hen,

accCJilPanied by condiroonts, larons, and
"for our rroney . "

ha
may ve larkes.

rabbit, and lark•
wine, the best that can te bought

But lest this menu not be persuasive enough, the poet

enlarges on the offerings:
Ile tell you of nnre, and lye, oo you will cane·
Of partrich, pheasant, \\OOd-cock, of vm.ich ~
May yet be there; and godwit, if we can:
Knat , raile, and ruffe too . . .
Digestive cheese, and fruit there sure will bee·
But that, which nnst doth take my Muse and ~
Is a pure cup of rich Canary-wine,
'
'
Which is the Menmids, now, but shall be mine . .
His dream rreal, Jonson's ''lye, '' will consist of seven a.ddi tional edible

birds, as well as cheese, fruit, and ~rted Canary wine purchased fran
the Menna.id Tavern.

The poet describes his favorite Canary as superior

to any tasted even by the renowned ancients:
Of v.hich had Horace , or Anacreon tasted,
Their lives, as do their lines, till now had lasted.

Their lines, if not their wine, will provide the "sauce" for the evening:
• . • my man
Shall reade a piece of Virgil, Tacitus,
Li vie or of s::xne better booke to us,
Of which we'll speake our minds, amidst our reate;

And Jonson adds that there will be no fear to spoil this speoctid supper;

there will be no court spies present to report the conversation:
Of this we will sup free, but noderately' .
And we will have no Pooly' , ~r ~ t . by '

Nor shall our cups rmke any guil tie rren.wh
But, at our parting, we will be, as en
We innocently net . . •
. dulged in a bit of whimsy ,
In the supper described here, Jonson has in
the one he v.ould have
and in ro doing, has described his ideal supper'
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if he could.

In "Underv.ood, " Jonson describes anoth
er supper; it, too, is an
ideal, but a later one. The Poan is "Th Pr
e aises of the Countrie Life"
and obviously, therefore, the setting is d.ff
'
1
erent • The first supper
was to be taken at Jonson's "PoOre house" in T ~ do . .
.
LJJll n , this one is to be
eaten at a fann away fran the city and the shadow of the court:
HAppie is he, that fran all Businesse cleere
As the old race of Mankind '\rere
'
With his owne Oxen tills his Sire~ left lands
And is not in the Usurers bands:
'
Nor Souldier-like started with rough ala.noos.
fut flees the Barre and Courts, with the proud oords
(Ud. 87 , p. 264)
In this case, Jonson is to be guest, not host; and his fanrer-host is a

''bappie' 1 man.
bands. 11

He inherited his land; so he is free fran ''Usurer 1 s

Also, though the rreal will be set at a f annhouse table and "no

proud 1:x:>rd, 11 the scene is so far raIDved fran the city that the host
(and perhaps the guest) need fear no threat of legal jeopardy or court

intrigue.

This peaceful setting is shown to be fruitful:

. . in the bending Vale beholds a-farre
The lowing herds there grazing are :
Or the prest honey in pure pots doth keepe
Of Earth and sheares the tender Sheepe:
Or when t~t Autumne through the fields lifts round
1
His head, with rrellow Apples crown d
How plucking Peares, his owne hand grafted had,
And purple-m:ttching Grapes, h~' s glad! · · · es
Then when the ttrundering Jove, his Snow and showr
Are gathering by the Wintry houres ;
Ho d
Or hence, or thence, he drives.wit~ rmny a. un
Wild Bores into his toyles pitch d ro\l°d. t
Or straines on his smll forke his subtil: ne s
For th'eating Thrush, or Pit-falls sets. Crane
And snares the fearful! Hare, ~dh=~Y
That penning the glad flock l.Il
•
Their swelling udders doth draw dry. · · ·
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As portrayed here the farm is a self-sustaining, abundant v.orld.

food for

No

the farmhouse table need ever be
Purchased, as was the case

in I.Dndon; and there is no scarcity here.

In addition, Jonson sees the
fa.ml as an orderly world, an order presented in and enphasized by the
design of the JX)an.

It opens with a f

.
armer and his oxen in the fields
rroves to the cattle grazing in the ''Vale " then t 0 th
.
'
e orchards and vineyard closer to the house, then to the ''penning the glad flocks in hur.

I

dles by" the fannhouse itself-an orderly progression fran far to near.
'Tile seasons reflect this order as well, since the PGffil presents thffil in

natural sequence :

surnoor with its grazing herds and "prest h:mey" ;

"Autumne" with "mellow Apples crown' d" ; "Wintry houres" with the farmer's trapping of game; and finally, spring with the "glad flock" penned
in "hurdles by" ready for shearing.

This second supper will

re eaten in

the midst of this pervading order and harnnny, a sharp contrast to the

first supper, which, despite its richer fare, is set against a backdrop

of confused city life and disorder at court.

And Jonson

sea?E

to like

this sinpler meal at least as well as the first one:
(the fanner) . . . fran the ~ t Tub Wine of this yeare takes,
And unbought viands ready makes:
.
Not Lucrine Oysters I could then nnre prize,
Nor Turbot nor bright Golden eyes: . • •
Th'Ionian God-wit, nor the Ginny hen
Could not goe downe my belly then
,
M:)re sv.ret then Olives, that new gather d be
Fran fattest branches of the Tree:
.
Or the herb Sorrell, that loves Meadows still
It is evident that in these t\\O rea1s,

J0 nson's dream-fictions,
ideal ways of

he has described not only tv.o ideal reals but a180 00
'bed the learned and coslife. In the first supper, Jonson has descri
. a city rouse; a dig-

Il'Opolitan life of the Elizabethan Golden Age.

fOOd
nified, educated dinner guest · f;"e
u
-a "feast" .
, llll)Orted Canary
wine ; literary conversation; and the absence of all the bad f t
ea ures of
court life, although court life itself ha
s not been excluded. The
"grave sir," Jonson's dignified educated
'
guest, and the Poet's felt
need to offer the best indicate that the guest.18
a frequenter of the
court, as is Jonson; if it v.ere not so there \\Uuld be
'
no need to ex'
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..1...

clude court infonners fran the table to insure that what the host and
guest discuss there will not be repeated at court

•

J

onson

d'd
1

not

relish the "courts ill will," considered himself "unluckie" to have it,

though he was willing to accept it if it was the price of conscience.
In

SlJil,

the first supper represents "the happiest life" of the Eliza-

bethan Golden Age, represented in Jonson's early epigrams as the life
he muld have if he could.
'Ille second supper presents a series of contrasts to the first :
a fannbouse instead of a city house; a fa.mer-host instead of Jonson ;

mne-grown, simple fare instead of expensive food; hane--rrrule wine

in-

stead of imported Canary; dinner conversation of, perhaps, hand-grafted
pear trees instead of books; the canplete absence of the court, not

only its corruption; and the exclusion of all "Business" connected
with city life.

In soort, the second supper outlines the sinple, good

life of the original Golden Age.
That the t\ID ireal-lives reflect the tv.o versions of the Golden
Age ideal is especially clear fran a carparison of the men and v.aoon of
each version.

JollS)n describes the fanrer

,8

'fe as·

W1

·
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. . . a chaste Wife meet
For houshold aid, and Childr
such as the Sabines, or a Sun~sweet;
Sane lustie quick Apulia.ns
t-blowse ,
To deck the hallow'd Harth
O
Against the Husband caoos lnne tir~ fir' d

Wi:°~•

'

...

The fanrer's wife is a simple, chaste \\\'.Jmn

'a good v.Drker woo bears
sweet children and tends the hearth for her "t. ,
ir d" lmsband. She is
quite a contrast to the shining "day-starre" be t
au Y of Lucy, Countess of
Bed.ford, whose learning, virtue, and rranners P •d
rovi ea noble exarrple
for Jacobean society.

It is difficult to picture lncy as a "Sun-burnt-

blowse" who v.ould carry in v.ood. for the fire.
The fanner is also described in the poem:
Then now beneath saoo ancient Cke he rmy
Now in the rooted Grasse, him lay,
'
Whilst fran the higher Bankes doe slide the flcxxls
The soft birds quarrell in the Woods
'
'
The Fountaines Ill.lI'TillI'e as the strerures doe creepe,
And all invite to easie sleepe.
The fanner nay be tired from hard v.ork, but he sleeps "easie"; he is

not "Souldier-like started with rough alannes, " as is, perhaps, !brace
Vere.

Neither does this fa.nrer exhibit Vere's valor on the battlefield

or Salisbury's on the "court-field" ; the fanrer does not possess Rudyerd's learning, Sidney's poetic gifts, or Roe's spiritual strength.
And it is difficult also to picture any of these men, Jonson's Angels,
as the "lustie quick Apulian."

The contrast be~en the heroes of the

Elizabethan Golden Age and those of the ancient Golden Age is certainly
great.

It is clear fran the contrast bet\reen the 00 "v.orlds" repret • one is the ''mXlern
sentect by the tv.o lX)016 that they are separa e'
. . ooth poems Jonson has
ideal and the other, the "old . " In writing

11

sented ooth ideals, and t he question Whi h .
_77
pre
.
c arises is whether Jonson
WclS sinlJlY presenting each part of the tot
.
a 1 ideal at different t·unes
in his life or whet her the presentation of
.
one ideal in early \\Grk and
another in late \\Ork signifies that he had
separated out the old from
the new and chosen the old, the ancient way It
.
·
seens likely that the
latter is true. In the first place Jonson, s Ang
1 were usually
'
es
described as enbodying all of the total Golden Age att .b t .
.
ri u es . virtue,
sirople goodness, rmnliness' learning' ability.

Yet the "heroes" f th.
0.
is
later wrk are non-heroic, naturally good, simple people who lack the

learning and ability of the Angels.

The Angels were the instructive ex-

rurples in the earlier epigrams, and their pressure there means that
Jonson was trying to restore the Elizabethan Golden Age , a concept which
included rut added to the features of the original Golden Age.

There-

fore, the ideal presented in the early \rork was the total ideal, the
conflation; and the ideal that came later is different and sanething

less.
The later v.ork reflects this second choice in ways other than
direct statarent.

The milder tone noted in later epigrams is accounted

for, in part, by the poet, s increased introspection , and this increased
introspection is a direct result of the poet 's altered ideal·

A turning

inward is al&,, to sane extent, a turning away; and lessened antagonisn often indicates lessened interest.

And, in tru th , Jonson's de-

. t is a reflection of his
creased concern for reforming Jacobean socie Y
decreasect interest in that society itself.
even the hope of the life he once desired,
life he bad care to want.

It no longer offered him
and it was nothing like the

At one tire' Jonson sou

ght a "course" in

life' the busy' cosropoli tan life of the edu
78
cated Londoner· in later
life' oowever' he sought the sinI>le' good life of th
.'
e ancients. The
contrast presented by the difference between th 11 11
e old and the "m:xie 11
ideals e.xplains his choice: natural' not art . f. .
rn
i icial; free, not burdened
with 11 :aisiness" and "Usurer's bands" ; ordered
.
, not disordered; peaceful,
not strife-ridden. Jonson's choice is indicated 1
.
a so by his treatment
of the wine in the uro supper l)OE!lS. In the first h
e asserts the superiority of his favorite Canary wine to anything tasted by
.
the ancients
'
and he rreans not only the wi~e, but the entire life brought together at
that table.

In the second supper poan, ho~ver, Jonson decides that

"new" wine is better; and that decision narks his return to equality
with the ancients:
HAppie is he, that fran all Businesse cleere
As the old race of Mankind ~re . . .

I

It sears that s:xnewhere between "Epigramres" and ''Underv.ood.11 Jonson
dropped the Elizabethan requiremnt of learned and cosropolitan living
fran his ideal.

To be "happie, " Jonson returned in his dream to the

life of the ancients, ''the happier life.''
Of course I it v.ould not be correct to assume that through this

second choice of life Jonson had actually forS'\IDrn all learning, that
he indeed wished to spend the rest of his life without his beloved books.

That is not exactly what he said.

And even if he had, the assertion

~uld prove itself false as it was uttered because it appears in a
l)C)an,

J

0 noon

an exercise of learning.

seam

Rather than having excluded all learning'
.

to have separated lea.ml.Ilg

Slnething like 11public" and "private"; an

• to t\\O divisions, perhaps

10

d it was the "public" learning,

that connected with t he city and court
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, that he had droppect f
.
.idea1 • Such "public" 1eannng
·
ran
his
included pl
ays performed in public
theaters and poans read and discussed at f
.
onm.1 d111ners What J
.
·
onson
means here 1.s what he meant in his ~ll-kno 11
wn Ode To Himself," written
after his v.orst-received play, The New Inn ha
.
_,
d been hissed off the
stage in 1629:
CDne leave the loathed Stage ,
And the nnre loaths:xne Age
Where pride and irrpudence
faction kn"t
1
Usurpe the Cha.ire of wit:
'
Inditing and arraigning every day
Sanething they call a Play.
'
Let their fastidious vaine
Cannission of the braine,
Runne on, and rage, ~at, censure, and condem:
They were not made for thee, lesse thou for thE!Il

ili

Leave things so prostitute,
And take th'Alcaike Lute:
Or thine owne Horace, or Anacreons Lyre;
Wanre thee by Pindars fire: . . .
(UP 53, p. 387)
In Jonson' s mind, poetry was irrplicit in the ancient ideal, but public

literature was not.

It was the "rage, S\reat, censure, and condE!IID." that

he wished to exorcise fran his life, not the "Alcaike lute. "
That Jonson had indeed left the "loath&Xre Age" and joined himself to the ancient ideal is re-affinned by his second direct staterent
of that ideal, this time in "Uncollected Poetry" :
TIIe things that make the happier life,. are these ,
Most pleasant Martial; Suhstance got wit~ ease,
Not laoour' d for but left thee by thy Sire ;
A Soyle, not ~en ; a conti~ewall f~r~ ;
Never at law· seldane in office gown d ,
A quiet mind '. free po~rs; and 1:xxly oound;
A wise sirrplicity ; freindes alike-sta~ed ;
Thy table without art, and easy-rated. I d wast·
Thy night not dronken, but fran cares a~.
'
No sowre or oollen bed-mate , yet a ChaS '

'
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s1eepe, that will make the darkest ho

Will to bee, what thou art; and noitru.:es SWift-pac I t ;
Nor feare thy latest day nor wish th nnre:
.
.
'
erfore.
(UP XLVII , P. 404)
The poan is a serious, concise statement of th
e author's later ideal as
it is set forth in "Praises of the Countrie Ll.fe"
. .
and as it 1s evidenced
.
bY the poet's altered attitude and milder tone 0 f the later epigrams.
The
nr.i:rn is Jonson's credo in later life, and as su h h
.
~
c s ould certainly ~ an
:i.mJX)rtant part of the Jonson canon. Yet it is not A .
· s ll!J)Ortant as the
~ is, it is alm::>st canpletely ignored by Jonson, s ect·t
..
yv-··
1 ors and cr1t1cs.
In contrast to his careful and useful annotation of roost

p()EmS,

Hunter

includes no explanation whatever of this one. Herford and Simpson sinJ>ly
87
laool it a translation of Martial
and say no rrore. Nowhere is this
JX)EJll

singled out for special consideration.

It is likely that the poan's

:in:q)ortance goes unrecognized because it is a translation of a 1rork by
Martial and considered therefore as unoriginal and not as sincere a

stataoont of the author• s beliefs as are his other poems. Such a conclusion is short-sighted.
It is difficult to find "other" peens annng Jonson's 1rork that
do not reflect in either content or style sanething of Horace, Martial,
or the other ancient writers he admired.
throughout his entire v.ork.

Their influence is fundalrental

But Jonson's translations are adaptations,

not servile copies of the original.

Elizabethan literary theory and

•t ·
the only rule
taste advocated frequent translation of ancient wri mgs'
• · 1 Jonson always
being that the trans lator was to improve on the origina ·
.
.
Age ideals as v.ell as
tried to int>rove on the original , in Golden

87Herford and Sirrpson, XI, P• 155 ·

wr1·ti.ngS•

And if his efforts did not r SUl

e

he at least managed t o make the Product his
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.
t in
an .

l.Il1provect Product

own. Further' close

'
ad-

herence to the ori gi nal mxiel was, in Jons

.
on, a sign that he was
conferring the sincerest canpliment or express.
lllg the deepest Em:>tion.
I
rush JX)ints out that Jonson s epitaphs on his dau
ghter and son and the
child actor' Solaoon Pavy' "enshrine the rrost fel. ·t
ici ous adaptations
11 88 Crt · 1 ·
of Martia1 .
e ain y it cannot be that be
cause a Jonson }X)em ~s
its original thought to an ancient writer it is 1
than
'
ess
an expression
of Jonson's own belief.

Th.ere is no persona here in thi

s

}X)em

.
or m

''Praises of the Countrie Life," also a translation of an ancient
.
v.ork.
In the

!X)6Il

Jonson is simply agreeing with the ancients that "the

happier life" is best.
It is clear fran his sunrrm-y of "the happier life" in "Martial.
Epigram LXVII" (UP IXVII, p. 404) that Jonson had not only altered his

concept of the best life possible for man, but that he bad also in his
dream noved away fran the ideal in the direction of the real, fran the

unattainable toward the attainable.

It might not

re possible to change

the VK)rld into a perfect oociety of the good and the just, but one might
caoo to own his own land, to be peaceful and heal thy.

Everyone might

never be valorous, learned, and \'realthy, as were Jonson's Angels , but
one might have friends "alik~stated," a table sin:ply but aill)ly-laden ,
and a pleasant wife .

88a.ish,

t
The second ideal does require less than the f irS ·

p. 100.

82
Yet it i s one of t he sad ironies f .
o 11.fe that
even though the
t , s c1ream becruoo nnre realistic and ther f
pae
e ore theoretically --..._,re at,,.,0 ble it was not oo for Jonoon
He was
ta.1.1- '
·
never an 1
Y c oser to attain·
the second ideal late in life than he was the f.
.
ing
l.rst early
· in l"f
l. e . According to Hunter's chronology, the P08n--Jonso ,
.
n s stmrnat1.0n of "the
11
haPPier 1ife -was written around 1636 ; that is th
.
' e PoEm was wntten
after Jonoon' s paralyzing stroke of 1628 , after the f . 1
a1. ure of The New
Inn and all subsequent v.orks; it was written after hi
.
s quarrel Wl.th
Inigo Jones, his resulting loss of favor at court and d 1 . .
ec ming fortunes ;

--

it was written after he had been bedfast for eight years, after he had
experienced in full neasure the poverty that had nipped at his heels all
his life, and after he had experienced what nrust have been a crushing

blow, the death of his second son Benjamin.

In short, the poan was

written at a tine in Jonoon' s life when he had endured eight years of
unrelenting adversity.
!X)Verty-stricken man.

In 1636, Jonson was a sick, ignored , oodridden ,
Yet this poem, written after all these misfor-

tunes and only one year before his death--a death that Jonson must have
seen approaching inexorably-is, unexpectedly, a simple, quiet SlllJJTW17
of all that canposes the good, the "happier" life.

Because the poen appears at this particular tire in Jonson ' s
life, it elicits both pity and admiration fran the reader. The poan
evokes pity in the reader because in his listing of the conditions that
r/"rnr\

-•¥rise the "happier" life , Jonson is,
ing toose things that he does not have.

1· ronically'

point-by-point' list-

For exanple, he begins by

. s the absence of financial
PDinting out the serenity that accarpanie

83

v.orr1. es · he himself, of' course was beset by rm
I

I

I

ney problans all his
iife, especially in later years 1 as i s attested by hi
s numerous Poffils on
he
subject
to
friends,
patrons
,
and
the
king.
I
t
n addition, Jonson
.
po int s out the value of avoi ding constant legal Jeopardy
, another exmn .
perience all too camon to Jonson, who had been ;-•',Prisoned
three tines
and woose untarred ''Muse'' had led him close to the legal shoals

other occasions .

on m.nnerous

Jonson also touts tfue value of a "So 1
Ye, not barren ;

a continewall fire' " a reference' perhaps' not only to fruitful fields

,
but also to his inability to pass on his nruoo through a living he1r.
.
The

line may also refer to another disappointioont : his declining Powers

as a poet and dramatist; line six, listing "free powers" as one carponent
of "the happier life" suggests as does ''Unde:rnooci 19, " that he had becare increasingly unable to produce v.urk that fulfilled his expectations
or approached in quality his previous v.urk:
All is not barren land , doth fallow lie.
Sare grounds are made the richer , for the Rest ;
And I will bring a Crop , if not the oost.
(Ud. 19, p. 154)
In addition, Jonson cites as requisite to happiness the "b:xiy oound ,"

a night free fran anxiety or care, a pleasant, but "chalst" bed-mate ,
and "Sleepe, that will rmk.e the darkest howres swift-pac' t "--all that

he does not have but \\OUld surely welcane in his affliction.

In short ,

the contrast between the poet 1 s ideal, even the second one, and what
he has of it speaks eloquently to the reader·
.
as well as his
Yet the poan eli cits the reader's achniration,
. ot a sustained whine
Pity · It is to Jonson' s credit that the poem is n
. redicrurent . Instead
or an angry shri ek at the Fates which created his P

the
of

84

earlier diatribes against misdoers and d

etractors or th
. .
f ho
. e self. mg denunciation o t se who refUSed to .
.
1
p1tY
ike his plays J
, onson
ds his life on a rrellow note. The peen exp
en
resses the wann Phil
OSOphy
imn who no longer asks a great deal of 11-f
a
f
o
e, only the
Will to bee, what thou art· and nothing
'
Nor f eare thy latest day, nor
wish therfnnre··

ore.

Perhaps at the last Jonson did possess one of the tt .bu
a ri tes he so wistfully listed in this last poan, a "wise sinplicity."
The assessnent of Jonson's altered ideal as a " •

wise

is, of course, subject to challenge.

. . .
S1Ill)hc1ty

11

To rm.ny, no doubt, the poet, s

rrovarent fran the first ideal to the second represents a retreat fran
the first ideal.

And it is true that the second ideal is less rigorous

and les.s unattainable than the first.

But whether the poet's change of

ideal should be regarded as a conpranise of principle or a growth toward a ootter understanding of life is, like other things, in "the eye
of the oooolder. 'I
In either case, the assertion that the poet's attitude never
changed or developed in the course of his career is false.

This study

of Jonoon' s "happiest life 1' concept and of his attitude toward life and
humn frailty as they appear in the early epigrams and as they alter in

later epigrams reveals that the poet could and did change his rnind · In
•
t t-ue peens as in the plays, 1 'the happiest
11. f e 11 \.v-..carre "the happier life"
J.,c;

for Jomon.
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